Raytheon Sources of Technology
Enabling New Solutions, Capabilities and Processes
The Raytheon name has long been associated with innovation in technology. Today our many products and businesses span the markets of the domestic and global defense industries, as well as adjacent commercial sectors. While much of this success is the result of internal investment in our people, processes and technologies, throughout Raytheon’s history, collaboration with universities and research institutes, business partnerships, acquisitions and joint ventures have played an important role in shaping product capabilities, growth and market presence.

In this issue of Technology Today, we will see where these external collaborations benefit the broader Raytheon in contributing not only to the tremendous talent of our engineering and technical staff but also the technological advancement and breadth of our customer solutions.

In recent years, Raytheon has made significant investment in cybersecurity through partnerships and acquisition. In the featured articles we highlight technologies such as cyber hunting, persistent surveillance and critical technology protection. Also featured are Raytheon’s work with universities, machine learning applications and recent innovations to our software development processes.

Our Leaders Corner — featuring Kim Caruso, vice president of Corporate Operations, and Alan Glickman, vice president of Corporate Engineering — provides insight into how their organizations interact and help shape the Engineering and Operations functions across the company. Also in this edition we speak to Tomaz Seignemartin, director, Raytheon Six Sigma™ (R6s™) and Kurt Mittelstaedt, director of Operations for Enterprise Lean Manufacturing, about the critical role R6s plays throughout the company.

This edition’s Eye on Technology section highlights the world of physics-based modeling and how this simulation technology is allowing engineers to explore design spaces unattainable in the past.

Our special interest article focuses on the “Systems Engineering V,” detailing the path to successful product development as well as how it can be used to shape an engineer’s path for career growth. And finally, in our People section we showcase the RAYVETS (Raytheon Veterans) Employee Resource Group (ERG), Raytheon’s most recently formed ERG dedicated to increasing the visibility and contributions of Raytheon veterans through their unique experience, product knowledge and customer-centric insights, across the Raytheon businesses.

Mark E. Russell
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RAYTHEON SOURCES OF TECHNOLOGY

ENABLING NEW SOLUTIONS, CAPABILITIES AND PROCESSES

Raytheon consistently delivers advanced solutions and key capabilities to support customer missions around the world. To achieve this, Raytheon must constantly assess and apply new technologies. Within Raytheon, some of the most promising new technologies are developed, matured and applied to solve our customer’s needs, through both independent research and development (IR&D) as well as contract research and development (CRAD). While the breadth of Raytheon’s technological and engineering capabilities is among the best in the industry, it is not always possible or efficient to rely solely on company resources. In some cases, solutions are gained through university partnerships and teaming with other companies and government laboratories, in other cases, companies are acquired as a way to gain unique expertise and capabilities. In this issue of Technology Today, we will highlight some of Raytheon’s sources of technology and their importance in providing Raytheon with key strategic capabilities and speed of delivery that continually strengthen its position among the world’s best technology companies.

CYBertechnologies

Raytheon has placed a strong emphasis on cyber hardening over the past several years through key acquisitions and partnerships in the cyberindustry. The goal of cyber hardening is to examine nearly all industry products, those currently in production and all future designs, and to provide those products with the necessary level of cyber protection. In this issue of Technology Today, we have included a number of feature articles representing Raytheon capabilities in the cyber arena.

Blackbird Technologies™, a leading provider of persistent surveillance, secure tactical communications and cybersecurity solutions, was acquired by Raytheon in 2014 to expand an already well-established footprint in these areas. In addition, Blackbird Technologies offered key synergies with Raytheon’s existing cybersecurity, sensor, communications and command and control capabilities. The Raytheon Blackbird Technologies article presents Atmospherex™, an advanced, highly scalable, high-performance social media analytics platform that provides real-time, global media analysis capabilities to U.S. government customers as well as customers in the commercial and nonprofit sectors (Figure 1).

Raytheon Pikewerks™, located in Madison, Alabama, develops capabilities to defend against sophisticated cybersecurity threats facing our customers. Today, Raytheon Pikewerks has been integrated into our Intelligence, Information and Services (IIS) business, greatly enhancing Raytheon’s cybersecurity offerings in the areas of anti-exploitation and critical technology (CT) protection software, insider threat protection and forensics. This edition’s article on Electronic Armor™ (EA) technology describes how Raytheon’s flexible approach to CT results in a unique custom-tailored version of EA that meets each customer’s specific environment and needs.

A joint venture of the Raytheon Company and Vista Equity Partners, Forcepoint™ was formed in 2015, combining the user protection, data security and cloud expertise of Websense® with the defense-grade insider threat and analytics technology of Raytheon and the next-generation network protection capabilities of Stonesoft®. Forcepoint’s product line provides advanced content protection for users whether they are within the corporate firewall, roaming or in the cloud. Also in 2015, Raytheon acquired Foreground Security™, whose cyber experts and proactive cyber-hunting technology offer a unique set of managed detection and response capabilities. In this issue of Technology Today, the article “Cyber Hunting: The Raytheon Way” presents cyber-hunting examples that highlight the combined capabilities of Forcepoint and Raytheon Foreground Security.
MACHINE LEARNING AND HUMAN-MACHINE INTERFACE TECHNOLOGIES

In October 2009, Raytheon acquired BBN Technologies, a world leader in research and development (R&D) and provider of critical solutions for national defense and security missions. The broad range and depth of scientific and engineering talent inside BBN contributed to tremendous technological capabilities and a diverse portfolio including advanced networking, speech and language technologies, information technologies, sensor systems and cybersecurity. Ultimately, Raytheon BBN transitions very advanced technologies into larger programs, creating both the most advanced systems possible for customers and rich opportunities for scientists and engineers. This edition of Technology Today highlights Raytheon BBN’s significant R&D efforts, as well as applications in machine learning. In the feature article, “Machine Learning Applications,” the benefits of this R&D are demonstrated through applications in natural language processing, using the Multimedia Monitoring System (M3S) (Figure 2); in multimedia processing, using optical character recognition (OCR) to find text in images; and in networking and cybersecurity, using user and entity behavior analytics to identify and describe anomalous behavior. A second article, “Automated Medical Transcription,” discusses how speech recognition technologies and deep neural networks combine to create an advanced automated medical transcription service for Electronic Health Record (EHR) solution providers, allowing them freedom to focus on their key strength of medical information management.

ANALYSIS AND PROCESS TECHNOLOGIES

Technology is not solely applied to our products — in fact, it is just as important when applied to our processes to achieve program cost and efficiency improvements e.g., modeling, simulation and analysis (MS&A), design and test. In this issue of Technology Today we explore Raytheon’s recent application of DevOps (development operations) and cloud computing to the software development process. Augmenting the company’s Software Innovation for Tomorrow (SWIFT) initiative, they combine with lean and agile processes, automation and rapid feedback for a continuous development, integration, delivery and deployment capability. This issue’s feature article “Advances in Software Development Enabled Through Automation and Cloud Computing” explains how this combination enables improved productivity, reduced rework and higher product quality for the customer.

Nationally recognized for its capabilities in the development of advanced surveillance systems, Photon Research Associates (PRA) joined Raytheon in 2004. Having been a subcontractor for Raytheon programs, this acquisition not only provided depth to Raytheon’s advanced surveillance system development activities, but also included many years’ experience in sensor system MS&A; phenomenology basis modeling; data analysis and exploitation; and surveillance systems’ concepts of operation. The “High-Fidelity Simulation and Phenomenology” article presents a brief history of PRA and describes how these innovative capabilities were integrated into the Raytheon engineering organization to enhance our existing technical capabilities.

UNIVERSITY PARTNERSHIPS

Raytheon partners with universities and research institutions to expand development of leading-edge capabilities. Not only do these activities provide a collaborative research environment, but they also serve to foster a source of future employees in graduates who are skilled in many of the technologies important to Raytheon’s future. One of the feature articles in this edition, “Working With Universities on Technology,” describes some of the key technology areas of focus in Raytheon’s strategic partnerships along with the many benefits of collaborations with academia. Also, included as an inset to this article, “Nanotechnology: Methods and Tools Work With Northeastern University” discusses activities with Northeastern University (NEU) in the areas of cold spray, an additive manufacturing process for isolated area repair of large parts; nanoscale offset printing for applying electrical shielding and ruggedized features; as well as other research initiatives at NEU.

Tony Pandiscio

Solypsis Corporation joined Raytheon in 2003, expanding capabilities in the tactical HMI and sensor data fusion technologies. The histories of the Raytheon Solipsys integration and the Tactical Display Framework (TDF) product are discussed in the feature article “A Tactical Command and Control Operator Display Architecture.”
Today, there are an estimated 2.2 billion social media users worldwide (Figure 1). This number represents an increase of 19 percent since 2014 and is expected to rise by another 24 percent to 2.75 billion by 2019. As the number of social media users continues to grow, so too does the desire to quickly extract meaningful insights, trends and other aggregate information from the billions of messages generated on a daily basis. Raytheon Blackbird Technologies’ AtmosphereX™ is an advanced, highly scalable, high-performance social media analytics platform providing real-time, global media collection and analysis capabilities to Raytheon’s U.S. government (USG) customers as well as commercial and nonprofit sectors.

There are countless use cases for the AtmosphereX analytics platform in both the domestic and international segments. For example, marketing and customer service organizations are now using social media to measure the impact of marketing campaigns; detect market trends; listen to the sentiment of their customers; and assess the views of focus groups. Government and non-government organizations alike use social media as an early warning and situational awareness tool. A system like AtmosphereX, for instance, allows users to follow geopolitical events in real-time; learn about natural disasters and terrorist attacks well before broadcast on traditional news media; detect, monitor and analyze terrorist networks and their cyber recruiting activities; and track pandemic outbreaks. Figure 2 shows the AtmosphereX message viewer interface as it displays results from a global, Zika virus-related search across multiple social media outlets, such as Twitter and Facebook.

All social media data collected and processed by AtmosphereX is publicly available and AtmosphereX only collects messages that are marked “public” (i.e., shared freely by everyone). AtmosphereX also does not capture low-level network messages or perform decryption.

**A BRIEF HISTORY**

The development of AtmosphereX began in 2014 as an internally funded IR&D effort. The project was performed in close collaboration with Raytheon Blackbird’s social media analysts, taking advantage of their many years of experience in social media analysis for the USG and their extensive knowledge of the strength and weaknesses of competing solutions. End-user feedback was incorporated into the design cycles from the start, allowing development to focus on the most important, high-impact features early on. This approach also helped close gaps and introduce significant functionality differentiators with competing solutions.

The first customer deployment of AtmosphereX was in early 2015, where it has been in continuous operational use. It is also currently in use by several USG clients.
AN OVERVIEW OF THE TECHNOLOGY

AtmosphereX provides real-time, global social media collection and analysis capabilities for users to rapidly obtain social-media-derived insights. It is built upon open source, big data technologies for a scalable, open and extensible architecture. This open source stack currently includes high-performance Apache® products also used by many social media sites such as Twitter, Facebook, Instagram™, Linkedin™ and others. Apache® Kafka, developed by Linkedin, is used for high-speed messaging and queuing. Apache® Storm, created by Twitter, provides a real-time, parallel stream processing capability. Apache® Accumulo, developed by the National Security Agency as a secure, highly scalable, NoSQL-based key/value store, is used for high-performance data warehousing and multisource search. Finally, Apache® Hadoop® provides parallel processing and distributed, fault-tolerant storage, and Apache® Solr is used for entity search.

AtmosphereX leverages cloud-deployed nodes to continuously collect real-time data from some of the world’s most popular social media sites (Figure 3). It employs a modular architecture, where clients can instantiate as many initial collection nodes as necessary and easily add more collectors as new social media sites emerge. Similarly, the system’s back end scales in both processing and storage infrastructure to match the front end collection nodes’ message throughput. Vital system components are deployed repeatedly and are configured in high-availability fail-over mode preventing single points of failure.

As illustrated in Figure 3, the cloud-deployed collection nodes stream raw data to a high-performance, Apache® Kafka-powered message queuing system which then forwards the data to an Apache® Storm-powered, parallel data ingest engine. Here, Storm normalizes and maps the various social media data streams to a unified format and performs basic entity detection and sentiment analysis operations.

Entities in this context are people, organizations or locations. AtmosphereX’s Solr-based search engine has access to a very large, Raytheon Blackbird-developed entity index that contains a copy of all the entities found in Wikipedia (free online encyclopedia). As social media messages are ingested, Solr scans each message for references to known entities. If an entity reference is found, the data ingest system marks the exact location of the entity reference with the insertion of metadata inside the message. As part of the message enrichment process, Atmospherex visually highlights the entity (or entities) and provides additional, Wikipedia-derived background information during subsequent message display and analysis. In future releases of Atmospherex, users will be able to add their own entities and...
entity descriptions, teaching the system the entities they are most interested in. This new feature will allow social media analysts to share important information on an entity with other authorized analysts, as once a new entity is registered, it is automatically detectable and tagged in all future messages.

AtmosphereX’s integrated sentiment analysis algorithm is designed to determine whether views or opinions expressed in a social media message are positive, negative or neutral in nature. Marketing experts, for example, use social media sentiment analysis to determine whether a new product or commercial was well received by their targeted audience. AtmosphereX’s sentiment algorithm currently supports 29 different languages. In its message analysis, it not only analyzes each word in a social media post, but also incorporates the meaning of emoticons inserted or appended by the author.

After completing the above preprocessing steps, the reformatted, sentiment-enriched and entity-tagged social media data is routed to the Apache® Accumulo-based data warehouse for indexing and storage. Apache® Solr is then used for entity matching and enrichment.

**THE USER INTERFACE**

AtmosphereX provides an intuitive, web-based, access-controlled user interface featuring a real-time and forensic search capability; heat maps; integrated translation of more than 50 languages; social network analysis; trend detection; pattern-of-life analysis; and real-time alerts (Figures 4 and 5). AtmosphereX uses heat maps to show where the most social media activity occurred during a user-selected observation time frame. The system measures social media activity in terms of number of messages posted at each location. For example, the red-colored regions in the center map of Figure 4 represent the areas from which the most Twitter messages (Tweets) were sent. The green-colored areas represent the regions with the least amount of Twitter activity.

The grey-colored circles shown on the map in Figure 5 are examples of user-defined, geospatial data collector regions. Each time a social media user generates, geo-tags and sends a public message via the supported social media sites in one of these areas, AtmosphereX collects the message through a cloud-hosted collection node. AtmosphereX can also collect messages based on keywords and user accounts, regardless of sender location.
DEPLOYMENT
AtmosphereX is designed to support several deployment options — cloud-based, on-premise and hybrid mode. It is typically fully deployed and provisioned in a cloud-based environment, such as Amazon Web Services™ (AWS™), within just a few hours. In a hybrid deployment scenario, the social media collection engine(s) and associated components are deployed in the cloud (i.e., AWS) and the remaining back-end processing (Storm, Accumulo, Solr, Hadoop® and redundant web servers) is securely deployed in either a co-location facility or the customer’s data center. Most clients, however, prefer a complete cloud-based solution which allows them to be operational very quickly with only a small-scale system for evaluation purposes. They can subsequently scale up the system easily and rapidly to meet their expanding processing and storage needs.

Customers preferring that AtmosphereX not operate in a cloud-based environment (e.g., due to cloud security concerns or internal policies) have the on-premise option of installing the complete system in their own data center, behind the firewall.

The following list highlights capabilities which set AtmosphereX apart from many competitors:

• A highly scalable, high-performance system architecture with a proven track record of collecting and processing billions of social media messages.
• A modular, flexible framework that readily accepts addition of new collectors for emerging social media sites or other sources.
• Multiple deployment options — cloud-based, on-premise and in hybrid mode.
• Modern access-controlled, intuitive, web-based user interface. Most analysts are operational with just a single day of training.
• A multilingual user interface for data collection and analysis, incorporates integrated translation for more than 50 languages and can leverage commercial or proprietary machine translation capabilities.
• An integrated, highly scalable, attribution-managed social media collection engine that eliminates the need for purchasing costly social media data from third-party data aggregators.
• A service-oriented architecture allows for drop-in replacement and upgrades of system services, such as map server, machine translation and sentiment analysis.
• The ability to export raw data and metadata in standard formats (e.g., XML, CSV) for internal and external exchange and collaboration.
• An available application programming interface (API) simplifies integration with other systems or third parties wishing to leverage AtmosphereX’s data collection and analytics capabilities programmatically.
• An integrated sentiment analysis engine with support for 29 languages and emoticon-based sentiment analysis.

Raytheon Blackbird continues to optimize and enhance AtmosphereX. Future near-term releases include an advanced social network analysis capability; location, keyword, and user-based statistics; entity analytics; and automated event detection. These additional features will enhance the social media analyst’s situational awareness, provide deeper insights and improve operational efficiencies. The upcoming, advanced social network analysis capability, for example, will allow AtmosphereX users to slice and dice complex social networks from multiple angles and quickly identify members who share similar interests and connections.

Torsten Staab, Ph.D.
An important aspect of CT protection is guarding critical program information (CPI), and Department of Defense (DoD) Instruction (DoDI) 5200.39 emphasizes U.S. policy in this regard stating that the “U.S. warfighter technological advantage will be maintained and operational effectiveness of DoD capabilities will be preserved through the identification and protection of CPI.” The consequences of compromised CPI can include degraded mission effectiveness, ability of an adversary to defeat or copy critical technologies or capabilities, and shortening the combat-effective life of military systems.

In December 2011, Raytheon acquired Pikewerks™, a small business located in Madison, Alabama, and originator of the Electronic Armor™ (EA) technology. Today, Raytheon Pikewerks is part of the Intelligence and Information Services (IIS) Center of Innovation, greatly enhancing Raytheon’s cybersecurity offerings in the areas of anti-exploitation and CT protection software, insider threat protection and forensics.

Implementations of CT protection differ for each customer’s technology and mission. Raytheon designed EA to be a flexible solution tailorable to meet the specific goals of each customer system. As part of a customer engagement, Raytheon provides an EA integration team that works with the technical staff on the program to understand specific system requirements and operational constraints. This process results in a unique, custom-tailored version of EA that meets each customer’s program-specific operational environment.

To protect sensitive software, EA implements a system integrity approach. Raytheon designed the four major functional areas of an EA deployment (Figure 1) to prevent configuration changes, deter attacks from all user levels, detect tamper attempts and respond by blocking malicious access and reverse engineering attempts.

EA protects sensitive technology through encryption and by binding software and firmware to the specific hardware platform of interest. In contrast to traditional software protection techniques or hardware-based tamper detection sensors, this approach ensures that protected software applications only operate in the environment in which they are originally bound.

EA also provides tight integration with both physical and environmental sensors as well as other tamper-detection mechanisms. This approach creates an in-depth defense with robust tamper detection and response mechanisms that thwart malicious access and reverse engineering attempts.

EA protections are deeply embedded within the core operating system (Figure 2) and are transparent to system operators and administrators.

Figure 3 lists the key features and strengths of EA, which include support for DoDI 5200.39 requirements.

**FIGURE 1. FUNCTIONAL AREAS OF AN ELECTRONIC ARMOR DEPLOYMENT**
EA components can detect untrusted hardware that is introduced to a system and take action to ensure critical technology is protected. Trusted software only runs on the protected system and ceases to function if the system is modified or the software is moved to another system.

Because the EA threat model assumes an attacker may already have root-level access to the system, EA protects against insider attack scenarios. It also uses proprietary system lockdown and memory protection techniques to ensure that no CT is exposed during execution. All of these protections are done with minimal performance impact to the host system.

Effective CT protection of Raytheon’s and our customers’ systems has never been more important than today. EA is a proven solution designed to protect CPI from unauthorized access, malicious modification, reverse engineering, and piracy. Raytheon has secured an effective solution for CT protection beginning with the Pikewerks acquisition and continues to mature the Electronic Armor technology to meet and defeat the ever-increasing cyber-threat to today’s military systems.

### Figure 3. Electronic Armor Key Features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electronic Armor</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Defends against root-level attackers</td>
<td>• Does not require application source code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hardens the operating system</td>
<td>• Executes with minimal performance impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Binds software and data to specific hardware</td>
<td>• Provides event detection and penalty/response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Enables a secure and trusted boot process</td>
<td>• Provides decoys, false paths and active defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Prevents untrusted software execution</td>
<td>• Supports DoDI 5200.39 requirements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Jacob Noffke  
Damon Hardy
Raytheon has been steadily advancing its cyber capabilities since 2007 in both the commercial and U.S. government sectors, leading up to a new direction and commitment to cyber in 2016. In this article, you will be taken through a brief history of these ventures, introduced to the new Forcepoint™ brand and the collective power of Raytheon Foreground Security™, and finally, given an example of cyber hunting the Raytheon way.

A SHORT HISTORY OF RAYTHEON CYBER INNOVATION

In 2007, Raytheon made its first acquisition in the cybermarket when it acquired Oakley Networks. Oakley had created SureView® Insider Threat well before the need for such a product was fully understood, and with insight from the IT Security team, this technology grew within Raytheon as a forensics tool for discovering advanced persistent threat (APT) activity in both user software applications and operating system kernel layers.

Then, in 2008, Raytheon acquired SI Government Solutions (SI Gov), a Florida-based company specializing in vulnerability assessment and software security solutions for the U.S. Intelligence community. With subsequent acquisitions of Pikewerks™ Corporation in 2011 (insider threat protection, software protection and forensics) and Teligy, Inc. in 2012 (wireless communications), Raytheon and SI Gov were combined to form the heart of Raytheon’s Center of Innovation (COI). COI was a major contributor to the founding core technologies of Forcepoint products still in use today, including Forcepoint Advanced Malware Detection and Forcepoint Linux® Security. Through this series of acquisitions, Raytheon has made a significant investment in not only creating award-winning technology, but also in extending these innovations to the commercial market where many benefit from the advances in combatting today’s cyberthreats.

Fast forwarding through several additional acquisitions and technologies, including the government solutions business of Safenet®, Visual Analytics and Blackbird Technologies, Raytheon reached a major milestone in 2015. In May 2015, Raytheon completed a joint venture transaction with Vista Equity Partners to form a new company combining Websense®, a Vista Equity portfolio Company, and Raytheon Cyber Products (Figure 1). Under the terms of the agreement, Raytheon would hold an 80 percent ownership of the new company, Raytheon|Websense. In January 2016, the company was rebranded to Forcepoint with the concurrent acquisition of Forcepoint NGFW (formerly Stonesoft® NGFW) from Intel Security. Forcepoint represents the integration of three complementary cyberbusinesses: Websense, known for its secure web gateway and email solution technology; Stonesoft®, the developers of a world-class next-generation firewall; and Raytheon Cyber Products, servicing both the federal and commercial sectors with its suite of SureView products focusing on insider and advanced threat protection.

FIGURE 1. RAYTHEON’S CYBER HERITAGE
The other half of the cyber achievement came with the acquisition of Foreground Security in October 2015. This Virginia-based company combines people, processes, tools and proprietary technology to offer a unique set of managed detection and response capabilities including Assessments, Digital Forensics & Incident Response, and Virtual Security Operations Centers (V-SOC) services. Also part of this solution is a proactive threat hunting service to augment, replace or establish cyber hunting capabilities, which are often lacking in many organizations.

**Cyber hunting depends on three key factors:**
1. Understanding the threats,
2. Understanding the environment you are protecting, and
3. Creating points of visibility.

Raytheon Foreground Security (RFS) has built technology and services to support these key factors by curating cyber intelligence information through automating playbooks, using machine-learned knowledge to improve indicators and behaviors of compromise and using human threat hunters. This last aspect is a differentiator as hunters go above and beyond tools and products, looking for techniques, tactics and procedures of threats that might be unknown or information that only human intuition can discern as nefarious. This activity of combing through logs, creating custom automation and analyzing other attacks and movements of threats is much like a hunter tracking prey; it is a method of proactive threat hunting incorporating core capabilities of Raytheon Foreground Security.

**Cybersecurity Assessments**
A comprehensive suite of security testing and assessment services coupled with a unique perspective on the cybersecurity landscape. These assessments cover everything from traditional vulnerability testing to adversarial emulation (red teaming) and security risk assessments.

**Digital Forensics and Incident Response (DFIR)**: Full life-cycle DFIR services include initial development/testing of incident response (IR) plans and procedures with table top simulated exercises and witness testimony expertise.

**Virtual Security Operations Center (V-SOC)**: a 24/7 core managed detection and response capability utilizing advanced cyber hunting techniques as an extension of the customer’s own security team to help them identify, eliminate and learn from today’s threats.

### THE PRODUCTS

Just as RFS leverages the human factor in assessing threats, Forcepoint’s security solutions and programs stop bad cyber behaviors and help organizations run more efficiently by identifying human behavior and intentions. This strategy aligns to our four focus areas:

**Cloud Security and Cloud Access Security Broker (CASB):**
Protecting people from compromise as they use the web and email from any location, on any device.

**Network Security:** Giving visibility into people’s actions throughout the network and keeping attackers out of data centers, offices and cloud environments.

**Data and Insider Threat Security:** Identifying high-risk users and data behaviors that require further investigation and deployment of the right data protection controls.

**Cross-domain Solutions:** Enabling people to securely access and transfer sensitive information across multiple separated networks with control, ease and efficiency.

Each focus area represents an opportunity to gather context around those points of contact and potential exposures an attacker may leverage.

Human-centricity also underpins Forcepoint’s approach to both cloud and cloud access security broker (CASB) solutions. Preventing and/or detecting a compromise that threatens data is extremely valuable to the company. Going forward, the solutions become integrated with the company’s data protection solutions, eliminating the artificial boundaries of legacy products. Similarly, as mobile workers proliferate, Forcepoint will extend protection to company-owned data on any device, synthesizing policies so they’re consistent, regardless of medium.

While many firewall products focus on networks and machines, Forcepoint NGFW goes further. It provides protection at the network level and at the human level, understanding the application that is sending a particular data stream. This, coupled with Forcepoint’s ability to categorize websites by content, enables administrators to control flow on a per-application (or per-task) basis.
The Data and Insider Threat Security products combine user behavior and analytics with Forcepoint’s knowledge of file content — knowing which datasets are most valuable to each individual customer. They not only enforce data use policies (preventing unauthorized access), but also protect data used maliciously by a credentialed adversary. The value of highly contextual forensics is realized in allowing an analyst (and potentially a jury) to see an attacker’s screen during an incident, whereby violations become a narrative that let the viewer differentiate between carelessness, compromise and malice.

Rounding out the portfolio are Forcepoint’s cross-domain solutions that enable secure access and transfer of data and information within and between some of the most sensitive networks and enterprises. These solutions, such as Forcepoint Trusted Thin Client, Forcepoint High Speed Guard, Forcepoint Trusted Gateway System and Forcepoint Trusted Print Delivery are in operational use in some of the most stringent environments, enabling the cyberwarrior to secure their global mission while providing a high degree of usability without compromising security.

THE SERVICES
Raytheon Foreground Security (RFS) understands that new threats require new ways of defending networks, businesses and Intellectual property. RFS delivers the tools, training, analytics, visibility and Intelligence necessary to fortify programs and improve organizational resilience. Our highly trained threat hunting experts leverage advanced technologies and security tools, working as an extension of our customer’s team to predict and detect attacks and rapidly respond before bad actors can harm business operations.

Cybersecurity Assessments
Raytheon specializes in identifying and thoroughly testing potential points of entry from an adversary’s perspective — identifying threats and vulnerabilities that pose the greatest risk to an organization. Our team of highly-skilled analysts has the depth of knowledge required to design a security solution that addresses each unique implementation. Raytheon cybersecurity assessment services include risk assessments, penetration testing, web application assessment and red team.

Digital Forensics and Incident Response (DFIR)
Raytheon’s DFIR retainer service is a cost-effective measure for dealing with the unexpected effects of a highly-integrated information security environment. By taking a proactive approach to securing our customers’ network and actively hunting for signs of intrusion, networks will be far more secure than the historical best practices of watching log events and reacting when alarms trigger. Our high-touch, consultative service delivery meets the highest technical and legal standards in the industry and provides:

- Advanced memory and disk analysis capabilities
- Proactive Threat Hunting through network and log data
- Incident containment/remediation and initial infection vector analysis
- Incident management coordination and system recovery coordination
- Law enforcement, regulatory and corporate communications coordination
- After action review, playbook development, table top exercises and red/blue team assessment
- Services that complement the breadth of your IT infrastructure including mobile device platforms

Virtual Security Operations Center (V-SOC)
Raytheon’s V-SOC service takes a new approach to managed security by automating much of the traditional Managed Security Services (MSS) model through proprietary technology and allowing analysts to spend their time conducting advanced network hunting for threats that can circumvent traditional security controls (Figure 2). The Raytheon V-SOC service is designed for customers that need an advanced hunting capability to detect threats that traditional security controls and Managed Security Services Providers (MSSPs) cannot provide by placing the focus on advanced threats and tracking attacker tactics, techniques and procedures (TTPs) rather than simple alert response. Some of the key differentiators of the V-SOC service include:

- All data stays within the customer environment
- Threat Intelligence curation through machine learning
- Ability to reduce technical debt by using existing customer infrastructure for Security Information and Event Management (SIEM), Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) and packet capture
- RFS service supports and integrates into the customer’s process, playbooks and requirements
- Custom content development and threat intelligence for existing detection platforms
- RFS provides active, advanced detection and threat “hunting”
Managed Detection and Response (MDR)
Raytheon offers an end-to-end, collaborative approach to managed threat detection and response that optimizes threat intelligence to a specific industry and enterprise security requirements. RFS’s automated threat detection and analytics technology enables MDR services that focus on advanced threat identification, validation and proactive analyst-driven threat hunting. A team of certified, cybersecurity experts quickly and effectively identifies, assesses, manages and responds to advanced persistent threats.

Cyber Hunting
One of the more important benefits of Raytheon’s recent cyber ventures is depth of intelligence resources. The Forcepoint Security Labs team, for one, specializes in threat identification, classification and remediation. Recently, the labs team announced that CradleCore (a.k.a. “Cradle Ransomware”) is being sold as source code — an event predicted in its earlier 2017 Security Predictions report concerning today’s ransomware explosion. CradleCore is offered as C++ source code with PHP server scripts and a payment panel. It has a relatively complete feature set including an anti-sandbox mechanism, offline encryption capability and uses the symmetric-key block cypher Blowfish for file encryption. Upon infecting a system, it drops a ransom note with the filename “HOW_TO_UNLOCK_FILES_.html”. After encrypting files and appending a “.cradle” file extension to them, the ransom note is displayed.

Of late, Forcepoint Security Labs also tracked and identified Felismus, a seemingly low-profile piece of malware with interesting characteristics. Few samples of the malware appear to be available on systems within the general public; there is no previous documentation referring to the Command and Control (C2) domains and IP addresses it uses (despite the domains appearing to be at least 12 months old); and if its compilation timestamps are to be trusted, the campaign itself may have been active for at least six months before samples started to surface. The primary samples examined appear with filenames mimicking that of Adobe’s Content Management System.

The above examples demonstrate the need for highly skilled and specially trained individuals to design analytics and comb through vast amounts of data to effectively mitigate today’s advanced cyberthreats. This expertise is, at best, difficult to develop and maintain in an everyday enterprise focused on primary business objectives. This is where Raytheon and its resources provide the greatest benefit.

In a recent incident, a Raytheon analyst was alerted to an Angler Exploit Kit (EK) Indicator of Compromise (IOC) by Raytheon’s proprietary technology at a customer facility. After immediately notifying the customer, the analyst gathered all the Intelligence RFS had on the indicator, accessed the customer’s packet capture environment and pulled data from the specific session which caused the alert. The obfuscated script was extracted and analyzed, pointing to the binary code that was downloaded by the client. The binary analysis revealed the malware, providing even more information on the attack. All of the data was coalesced to establish indicators to be hunted within the customer’s environment, above and beyond the original IOC alert. Ultimately, the V-SOC team was able to provide a full report of activity with a 100 percent true positive and further recommended action; all without any internal forensic efforts by the customer.

There are times, however, when IoCs do not exist and the importance of human cyber analysts, like those of Raytheon’s V-SOC, really becomes apparent. An effective cyber hunter knows their environment, oftentimes where today’s tools struggle as enterprises grow and Information Technology infrastructures become more complex. Organizations need people that can add context to what is being examined in an enterprise. Whether employing Forcepoint’s products or Raytheon’s cybersecurity services, the highly skilled people performing the investigations and managing the processes ultimately drive the successful security operations force.

Raytheon has organically grown cyber innovation internally and through the acquisition of cybertechnologies during the last 10 years has developed extensive capabilities across the discipline. This expertise was demonstrated this past August as Raytheon’s “DeepRed” team competed in the finals of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency’s (DARPA™) Cyber Grand Challenge, held in Las Vegas, at Defcon. The DeepRed team comprises members of the Raytheon Center of Innovation, Raytheon BBN and Forcepoint, working together to create a system capable of autonomous cyberattacks and defense.

THE FUTURE
Forcepoint will continue to focus on protecting the human point, understanding the behaviors and intent of people as they interact with critical data and Intellectual Property. Seeing how users interact with critical data is a Forcepoint priority. This people-centric approach is most effective in stopping insider threats, whether malicious or negligent, and it is what drives our product innovation and features. While Forcepoint will continue to offer products that stop attacks, our innovation will focus on detecting insider threats.

Forging partnerships between the Raytheon cybersecurity team and Forcepoint, whether through management of insider threat programs or through the use of the V-SOC to monitor Forcepoint products for new threats, Raytheon enables small, medium and large enterprises to implement an identical, consistent cybersecurity posture. •

Joshua Douglas
Richard Ford
The documentation of patient medical history and ongoing care through detailed reports is an important but tedious daily task. Instead of typing these reports, doctors prefer to dictate their reports to scribes or a recording device for later transcription. Fully manual transcription is costly and time-consuming, however the human effort can be reduced by using automatic speech recognition to transcribe the reports and then manually correct the automatic transcript. In this manner, realized cost reductions are directly related to the accuracy of the speech recognition algorithms.

In 2015, Raytheon BBN’s Speech, Language and Multimedia department launched its Medical Transcription Service, building on decades of research and development in automatic speech recognition. This web-based service acts as a back-end processor for Electronic Health Record (EHR) solution providers, offering them a sophisticated speech recognition capability while they focus on their core strength of managing medical information.

With this service, Raytheon BBN Technologies has made significant entry into the fast-growing commercial market of health information management. In the process of bringing the statistical speech recognition technology into production, a variety of engineering challenges had to be resolved. The recognizer was re-engineered to be robust against unexpected input and the system required a design secure enough for deployment over the internet and are scalable in response to varying input volumes. These solutions as well as other design strategies employed in this effort are useful to a wide range of Raytheon’s machine learning-based technologies such as automated foreign language text translation, keyword-based audio data search and video analytics.

A typical usage scenario for the transcription service begins with the caregiver dictating a report on a recording device (Figure 1). The audio report is then sent to the EHR solution provider, where it is encrypted and sent to Raytheon BBN’s web-based speech recognition service. Here, the caregiver’s voice data is decrypted, transcribed to a text based report, re-encrypted and returned to the EHR provider. Human editors correct any recognition errors and prepare a final transcript that is forwarded back to the end user. A great benefit is realized in offering the transcription capability as a hosted service, rather than deploying it at the EHR provider or on the end-users desktop. The hosted service can be seamlessly maintained and upgraded to new features and speech modes as they become available.

In a recent integration of the Medical Transcription Service, greater than 50,000 hours of speech have been processed from more than 1,200 different caregivers across 200 clinics.

Because the transcription service processes and stores private medical information, it has to comply with the rules and regulations of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), the law that governs the privacy rules of Protected Health Information (PHI). The architecture and data access procedures of Raytheon BBN’s transcription service were reviewed prior to initial launch by external auditors to ensure compliance with both PHI privacy rules and 24/7 medical information availability as required by the HIPAA.

The Medical Transcription Service uses statistical speech recognition based on models learned from previously transcribed audio data. To do this, a statistical learning algorithm (Trainer) is fed a
A large corpus of several hundred hours of speech audio with the corresponding human-transcribed text (Figure 2). Through this one-to-one (speech to text) “training,” a speech model is created (Recognizer) which is then deployed to transcribe new audio input. The strength of a statistical speech recognition approach, and statistical machine learning in general, is that the models can be applied to new input, to which they had not been exposed in the training data. Statistical learning is also flexible. Systems for new applications or new data domains can be rapidly built by retraining the models with the relevant data.

Achieving high-recognition accuracy is a technically challenging task, especially with an application domain like medical dictation, which has a very large vocabulary of technical terminology from a broad spectrum of medical specialties. The variation in speech characteristics and pronunciations among the thousands of different speakers along with variation in the recording channels and background noise around the speaker further increase the technical challenge. Raytheon BBN used an iterative training procedure, developed empirically over many years, to build increasingly complex models with speech and text from a wide variety of speakers and recording conditions. High-quality portions of transcribed speech were carefully selected from the thousands of hours of available data to measure the accuracy of transcription without introducing unintended biases. These efforts, along with years of experience in the engineering and optimization of large speech recognition systems, were critical factors to achieving good recognition accuracy and the system’s overall success.

Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have recently become a remarkably successful modeling technique for automatic speech recognition as well as many other machine learning tasks. They are comprised of multiple successive layers, each of which maps its input to a form that is closer to the output, and feeds it to the next layer in succession. These mappings, which are learned from the data, are a much more powerful framework to model the speech signal than the Gaussian Probability Distributions currently used by the recognizer. Although most of the models and algorithms for neural networks are decades old, significant improvements in the state-of-the-art have been achieved by using large DNNs with many hidden layers. This recent success is attributable to today’s substantial increases in computation power and data storage, which makes feasible the training of such large networks with previously unattainable amounts of data.

Raytheon BBN Technologies has built a new, completely re-engineered, DNN-based recognizer codenamed Sage, which achieves a significant (greater than 20 percent) improvement in recognition accuracy compared to the current system. The Medical Transcription Service is currently being upgraded to the new Sage models to take advantage of these improvements.

For every medical report, after an EHR provider’s post-editor corrects the automated system’s transcribed record, the service receives a copy of the final transcript. This continuous availability of audio reports and corresponding corrected transcripts is used to periodically update and improve the service’s speech recognition models. This advantage will be further realized in future versions of the service by automating the process of feeding corrections back into the system with continuous update for new speakers and medical specialties.

The medical transcription service was built by leveraging Raytheon BBN’s advanced speech recognition technology developed through government-funded research. Although the current service’s models are speaker-independent, and are trained using speech from many different voice patterns, an even higher recognition accuracy is planned with the use of speaker-dependent and medical-specialty specific recognizer models. Also, in addition to the current batch processing mode, a streaming audio transcription service will soon be available, enabling EHR providers to implement an interactive real-time capability.

Rabih Zbib
John Makhoul
In October 2004, Raytheon acquired Photon Research Associates (PRA) — a high-tech company based in San Diego, California — nationally recognized for its capabilities in the development of advanced surveillance systems. This is the story of PRA’s contributions and integration into the wider Raytheon technology base and programs.

**HISTORY**

PRA was founded in 1976 by Dr. James Myer and a small group of principals whose focus was on the R&D of IR signatures of targets and backgrounds. The company’s initial products were highly accurate physics-based models and codes used for predicting infrared signatures and atmospheric transmission. One of these was the development, delivery and maintenance of the electro-optic simulation codes for the Air Force B-2 bomber program.

After early successes with optical signature code development, PRA began to broaden its R&D competencies to include sensor system modeling and simulation, exploitation algorithm development, mission planning, systems engineering and sensor prototype and field experimentation. Now providing a wider spectrum of technology offerings in the surveillance system area, additional offices were opened in New Mexico, Alabama, Virginia, New York and Massachusetts — each office brings its own center-of-excellence operations to a specific discipline. PRA’s customers were the U.S. government and aerospace primes, and notably as a subcontractor to Raytheon which ultimately set the stage for Raytheon’s acquisition.

At that time, PRA had 175 employees and more than 28 years of experience performing trade studies and general analyses of advanced electro-optical/infrared (EO/IR) sensors for space, airborne and ground surveillance systems for the Department of Defense (DoD) and the intelligence community (IC). This experience was an end-to-end participation from initial concept development through production and finally operation of the EO/IR systems. Many of the trade studies involved assessment and evaluation of the complete system (Figure 1), and included sensor/system modeling and simulation; phenomenology basis modeling; data analysis and exploitation; operational exploitation system’s concept of operations (CONOPS); and field experiment support. These analyses and studies were supported by PRA developed software, algorithms and databases implemented over a commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) foundation providing an open extensible architecture.

While this capability provided a wide selection of processing methodologies and technologies to a potentially wide set of EO/IR systems and scenarios, PRA’s experiences and contract base were and remain focused on missile surveillance, missile defense and missile threat technical assessment.

**INTEGRATION OF TECHNOLOGIES**

PRA became a wholly owned subsidiary of Raytheon in 2004. With the challenge of integrating its capabilities and contribution to the larger Raytheon mission ahead, Raytheon PRA began looking inward for opportunities to inject technologies and participate in advanced surveillance system development activities. Essentially functioning as a small business operating within the larger Raytheon, the team not only continued winning R&D contracts from traditional customers but it also supported and executed Raytheon Contract Research and Development (CRAD) and Independent Research and Development (IR&D) activities.

**FIGURE 1. PRA TRADE AND GENERAL ANALYSIS CYCLE**
THE MULTISPECTRAL TARGETING SYSTEM FAMILY OF SENSORS PROVIDE REAL-TIME TARGET IDENTIFICATION AND TRACKING AND ARE COMMONLY DEPLOYED ON MQ-9 UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLES.

While continuing to develop core technologies (signatures modeling, intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance [ISR] algorithms, field experiments), Raytheon PRA also participates in broader large-scale systems level development activities which include efforts to expand the Raytheon product mission space. An example of this has been Raytheon PRA’s work with the Multispectral Targeting System™ (MTS™), applying this sensor product line to the missile defense mission area, which has spanned several years of IR&D and CRAD activity from the Missile Defense Agency (MDA) in the Airborne Infrared (ABIR) area. The MTS family of sensors provide real-time target identification and tracking and are commonly deployed on MQ-9 Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). The systems themselves have high stability and provide accurate pointing in the visible to Long Wavelength Infrared (LWIR) range. The ABIR activities consisted of tracking and trajectory estimation algorithm development for missile targets; conducting field experiments and demonstrations; collecting data against real targets; and modeling ABIR system performance.

During a field test at White Sands Missile Range, a capability demonstration and sensor data collection was performed, in which an MTS-B sensor, installed on North Oscura Ridge, detected, tracked and provided range to a very long-range target. The MTS-B sensor in its ground stand, and the portable control system set up in a van, are shown in Figure 2. Within the MTS line, Raytheon PRA works primarily with the MTS-B and-C sensors. The MTS-B sensor integrates electro-optical, infrared, laser designation and laser illumination capabilities in a configuration adapted for high-altitude applications. The MTS-C sensor provides additional IR spectral bands.

In addition to missile defense applications, Raytheon PRA has developed algorithms that enable new MTS capabilities such as Video Assisted Target Location (VATL) and Synthetic Digital Sextant (SDS). VATL utilizes measurements of features’ angular positions and angular rates in the MTS field of view, in conjunction with knowledge of platform position (from GPS) to estimate a target’s position, measured in latitude, longitude and altitude (LLA). SDS, as depicted in Figure 3, utilizes the MTS sensor to enable accurate navigation of a platform in a global positioning system-denied environment.

SDS is a modern incarnation of the classic sextant used for absolute navigation in LLA. The classic sextant was a very effective navigation device because it was based on measuring a
single differential value, for example the elevation of a star over the earth’s horizon at the same point in time, eliminating line-of-sight (LOS) jitter and biases. SDS also uses a single differential measurement, but its value is synthesized from the absolute measurements of stars and/or the horizon within the MTS sensor focal plane taken at different points in time by slewing the sensor LOS (see left side of Figure 3). The use of measurements from the sensor’s Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and the airborne platform’s Inertial Navigation System (INS) link these highly-accurate but separated-in-time values together to form a set of differential measurements over multiple stars and frames. The horizon can be “synthesized” by observing a low earth orbit satellite as described in Figure 3. These measurements, taken over time, are linked to form a synthesized differential measurement from which platform latitude-longitude are accurately estimated.

Earlier efforts in ABIR with the MTS sensor line have led to more recent ongoing projects, the End-to-End Airborne Demonstration (E2EAD) for instance, and the Advanced Tracking and Targeting Sensor (ATTS) programs. These activities, for which Raytheon PRA is using the MTS-C sensor, are important to missile defense and other tactical applications.

In addition to developing missile defense applications of the MTS sensors, Raytheon PRA has long-term support to the Aegis Ballistic Missile Defense (BMD) program through the Ballistic
Missile Defense Engineering Services (BMDES) contract and has provided lead systems engineering support for the System M concept definition contract.

Raytheon’s acquisition of PRA brings innovative capabilities to the area of advanced surveillance, expanding Raytheon’s market for existing products such as MTS, as well as enabling new pursuits across other mission areas. Furthermore, the high-fidelity, physics-based modeling techniques founded by PRA augment Raytheon products, allowing them to be shown in specific mission contexts. Although now fully integrated into Raytheon’s Engineering organization and respective Space and Airborne Systems (SAS) mission areas, Raytheon PRA staff continue to work closely together, providing competitive advantage and mission success across the broader Raytheon.

Shang Hsiung
Engineering Fellow,
Intelligence, Information and Services (IIS)

Shang Hsiung’s mission at Raytheon is “to develop solutions to the customer’s hardest problems,” and find “alternate uses of technology to achieve unexpected effects.” With more than 30 years’ experience in Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) programs, Hsiung is an Engineering Fellow with IIS. In his current role, he is responsible for providing technology guidance in IIS strategic areas as well as supporting growth initiatives across the organization, including commercial integration and signals intelligence activities.

Previously, Hsiung led the airborne component of a company-wide high energy laser initiative and was the capture manager for laser weapon system programs at the Raytheon Space and Airborne Systems business. Additionally, he was Raytheon Photon Research Associates’ (PRAs) Innovation Cell director, where he was chartered with creating new concepts and mission solutions. Prior to joining SAS, Hsiung was the chief engineer of IIS Advanced Programs, Ground Enterprise Solutions, Strategic Intelligence Systems, and Tactical Intelligence System product lines. He also led a company-wide horizontal integration activity, which developed integration and information sharing technologies to improve the capabilities of the Intelligence community.

Hsiung began his career at Raytheon in 1988, primarily working as a hardware engineer. He developed hardware for airborne surveillance systems and associated ground support equipment. He led several projects that developed advanced processors and multichip modules that radically reduced the Size Weight and Power (SWaP) required by an airborne sensor. He led the development, integration, test and field deployment of the sensor system and became the chief systems engineer and hardware lead for the program.

Hsiung worked at several ISR companies prior to joining Raytheon, and he holds a bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering from the University of Maryland. When asked what he thinks is most important for today’s newest engineers, Hsiung offers, “Challenge the status quo, don’t be encumbered by legacy.”
In March 2003, Raytheon acquired the Maryland-based Solipsys Corporation, a small company founded in 1996 by senior engineers from the Johns Hopkins University’s Applied Physics Laboratory. Having subject matter expertise in tracking, sensor fusion and human-machine-interface (HMI) development, Raytheon had previously funded Solipsys to provide tactical display software to the Cooperative Engagement Capability (CEC) program. This configuration was based on the Common Display Kernel (CDK), a C++ visualization framework for command and control (C2) systems. In the years following, this software architecture was re-engineered and expanded into a new Java®-based, commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS), customer tailor able C2 HMI called the Tactical Display Framework (TDF).

Since 2003, the Raytheon Solipsys TDF has been deployed across a variety of international and domestic programs and at numerous test ranges. Internationally, TDF-based HMIs have been installed on systems sold to Australia, the Gulf Cooperation Council states, the U.K., South Korea, Turkey and Malaysia.

Raytheon Solipsys has always recognized the value of turning their specialized products, developed under internal investment, into a COTS product line, allowing the marketing of their commercial software products on the General Services Administration (GSA) schedule. The advantage of a COTS business model for C2 software is in the predictability of cost; if a customer has a “typical” application, they can look up the price of the applications on the GSA schedule. This model enables highly competitive pricing, and agility in response to an evolving market. Two of these initial products, TDF and Multi/Source Correlator Tracker (MSCT), have evolved into a common C2 software core that is widely deployed in both domestic and foreign C2 systems (Figure 1).

The Solipsys software business model provides incentive for reuse across differing programs. Under this model, customers are charged a license fee for the base software product; additional costs are applied only for work necessary to satisfy any unique requirements. The key to the software product line model is the ability to maximize reuse. One condition of each contract, therefore, is for Raytheon Solipsys to retain rights to modifications made for all customers. This allows for the distribution of these modifications to all future customers at no additional cost. In other words, each subsequent customer receives a proven and tested base product offering, plus enhancements paid for by previous customers. The resulting benefit to the customer is a continuously improving, feature-rich product. The license fees are used for reinvestment into the software product line. Placement on the GSA schedule has been key to the broad adoption of all products as acquisition is vastly simplified.

**TACTICAL DISPLAY FRAMEWORK**

TDF is a scalable, high-performance, geospatial visualization software product designed for use as a real-time display and advanced information system. Its target applications include C2 air traffic management, missile defense, wide-area surveillance, emergency response and disaster management and distributed mission operations. TDF also has a customized toolkit which allows customers to easily extend the capability beyond the base offering to meet their own unique or individual needs. This framework was born out of a 1997 Internal Research and Development (IR&D) effort to investigate the emerging Java software technology as the basis for a scalable, high-performance, geospatial visualization software product.
for a new visualization framework. Having had prior experience with the CDK, Raytheon Solipsys drew upon the expertise gained in its application to tactical displays for programs, along with the lessons learned from its development, to create a new Java-based display framework. While TDF initially started as the operator interface for other Raytheon Solipsys products, a companion third-party developer’s kit expanded the use of TDF across the defense industry.

SOFTWARE ORGANIZATION
TDF is organized into class libraries divided into five major categories: 1) Java/Javax; 2) TDF Core; 3) Geographic; 4) Tactical; and 5) Project-specific classes. Oracle®’s Java/Javax classes provide the foundation on which Raytheon Solipsys builds its own core libraries. The TDF Core defines the framework of the application and lays out the basic design approach into generic objects such as views, models, listeners and factories. The geographic classes comprise coordinate systems, transforms, projections and database manipulation methods commonly used to present two-and three-dimensional (2-D and 3-D) geographic data. The tactical libraries provide C2-specific components such as track databases, sensors, track and event histories, communications links and symbol sets. The project-specific classes provide a layer of additional functionality on top of the TDF, customizable for specific mission applications.

DESIGN PARADIGMS
There are three major paradigms used in the design of the TDF: model/view, object/listener and factory.

The **model/view paradigm** separates underlying data, known as the model, from the presentation of the data, known as the view. Although simple in concept, this powerful design technique leads to modular, maintainable code that permits the rapid yet isolated addition of new features. The model provides the data representation of the object and is the basic building block of the design. The view provides a visual representation of the model in a given format such as an editor, text readout or a 2-D/3-D display. Because the model is completely independent of the view, new views can be introduced at any time without affecting the model, other views or system performance. Figure 2 graphically depicts the separation of the model and highlights examples of several distinct views.

The **object/listener paradigm** decouples the objects interested in certain events (button clicks, mouse motion, state changed, etc.) from the object generating the events. A common analogy used to describe this relationship is a public speaker and an audience of listeners. The speaker is completely decoupled from the listeners and delivers information, analogous to the events of an object-oriented software application, to audiences of varying sizes. Each audience member can choose to listen to none, some or all of the information being presented. The speaker’s performance is unaffected by the number of listeners and each listener is completely independent of all the other listeners. Listeners can individually decide to react to a given piece of information or they can choose to ignore it altogether. When used as a software design approach, the object/listener paradigm maximizes object decoupling, leading to a clean design that is both extensible and readily modifiable.

The model/view and object/listener paradigms are complementary, and often interact with one another within the TDF. For instance, the tactical situation main display simultaneously acts as a view and a listener, visually representing an underlying series of data models while updating itself based on events generated by the objects it displays.
The *factory paradigm* is used to efficiently produce commonly used objects such as tracks and sensor plots. Objects are runtime representations of data, and the functions or methods used to manipulate that data. Since objects are created and destroyed constantly during the course of an application’s lifetime, it is important to have an efficient and well-tested mechanism to produce objects on a just-in-time basis. An object factory is a software construct that permits specialized objects to be created quickly and correctly, and makes them available to threads of execution upon request.

**CONCEPT OF EXECUTION**

The TDF receives messages and track data from external sources and acquires geographic and imagery data from binary files. These varying forms of information are displayed to the operator in geographical and tabular formats. The most common method of communication to external sources and applications is by standard network protocols such as Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) or User Datagram Protocol (UDP) although other forms of communication can be supported (DDS, JMessage, etc.). The TDF utilizes multiple threads of execution to perform processing, in parallel whenever possible. This multithreaded architecture keeps the user display interactive while a significant amount of processing takes place in the background.

Most objects within the TDF are plug-ins that load at run-time using a built-in Dynamic Loader. The Dynamic Loader operates both at system startup and during program execution to load and unload various types of plug-in objects. A plug-in object can be an entire application or a single graphical entity such as a slaved overlay. At startup, the Dynamic Loader inputs from the configuration a user specified file path or collection of paths indicating the location of plug-ins. The plug-in capability permits dynamic reconfiguration of the TDF at program execution time. A runtime discovery mechanism is also available to execute and verify Java classes on the fly. The Dynamic Loader facilitates creation of powerful user applications and display customizations with a minimum amount of development time.

**THIRD-PARTY DEVELOPMENT**

Key to the success of large-scale third-party development is the well documented, object-oriented API which is provided as part of the TDF Developer’s Kit. The API provides direct access to all features commonly present within modern C2 and surveillance systems such as tracks, sensors, maps, tactical data links, and geographic coordinate systems. The TDF development environment extends the inherent Java APIs through a dynamic plug-in architecture that enables programmers who are unfamiliar with the product to excel in a relatively short period of time. Experienced Java programmers become productive within days and deploy moderately complex applications within a week or two from initial exposure to the toolkit.

The API incorporates elements of Java™ Beans for component-based software and facilitates the development of dynamically loaded, customized plug-in objects which are then seamlessly distributed across the network.

**COMMUNITY ADOPTION**

On Sept. 12, 2001 Solipsys was contacted by the USAF with a request to immediately install its Common Command and Control software into the continental U.S. air defense sectors, as there was no capacity for surveillance over the region. By December 2001, the installation of the North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) Contingency suite was complete (Figure 3). The ability to adapt the products to the largest C2 application in the world was a testament to the scalability and flexibility of the product line.

In 2002, the USAF and the Boeing Company officially selected TDF, known within program circles as the Primary Airborne Warning and Command System (AWACS) Display (PAD), as the HMI for AWACS 40/45. This decision was the culmination of more than two years of detailed engineering and operational analysis, and it included extensive input from the user community.

![Figure 3: North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) Contingency Suite Software Display](image)
At its initial adoption by the USAF, TDF was considered revolutionary in its flexibility and ease of use, and in allowing its operators to tailor displays to focus on critical information. TDF display screenshots serve as reference examples in the USAF C2 HMI style guide.

NONTRADITIONAL APPLICATIONS
The TDF Framework is also used in nontraditional C2 applications. For example, Figure 4 is a prototype HMI used for visualization of intelligence-related data. In this implementation, a combination of geospatial and entity relational presentations provide complementary perspectives of synthetic Counter-Insurgency (COIN) data to the operator. The relational display is implemented using an open-source library and the model/view capability. Figure 5 illustrates the use of TDF for real-time status monitoring of telemetry from launch vehicles. In addition to the 3-D geospatial presentation, a color-coded timeline provides a quick-look status of all vehicles with “knots” to reflect significant events in the vehicle flight plan. Data is presented through tabbed displays for discreet details on selected vehicles, as well as inset panels in the 3-D display. Finally, Figure 6 is a screen capture of the Surface Search Radar operator display. Developed by Raytheon IDS engineers, this display incorporates third-party software and hardware within the TDF architecture to provide a synthetic video underlayment allowing legacy analog displays to be replaced with digital monitors.

FUTURE
Currently on its fifth major release, TDF-based displays continue to be the benchmark for HMI in the command and control community. It is available on the GSA schedule and to date, over 14,000 TDF-based HMIs have been deployed across all branches of the Department of Defense as well as to international customers. Future plans for TDF focus on performance, open-system standards and improvements in user interface, leveraging commercial technology whenever possible.

Robert C. MacKenzie
Richard J. Harman
Raytheon BBN Technologies has performed significant Research and Development (R&D) in machine-learning work over the last decade. Spanning theoretical to field-deployed applications, this activity has bridged multiple problems, from natural language processing to network flows and cybersecurity.

**NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING**

Raytheon BBN’s MultiMedia Monitoring System (M3S) is a deployed application utilizing numerous machine learning solutions to provide analysts a unified interface for direct access to diversified media including television, web and social media. It allows analysts to more readily understand and work productively with vast quantities of media by leveraging the power of machine-learning enabled technologies such as speech transcription, machine translation, entity and event extraction (Figure 1), sentiment analysis, topic spotting, thematic geolocation and speaker clustering. Without a unified interface, an analyst might require multiple tools to search different channels separately (text, speech and video) for a given term, person or place name.

With the combined speech transcription, machine translation and keyword search capabilities of M3S, they can search efficiently for terms and topics across many individual or collective media streams. Instead of running the same search multiple times, M3S presents corresponding results across all media with a single search, automatically including results from sources originally in a different language. The graphical interface enables analysts to interact with the results via word clouds, statistical graphs, hub-and-spoke relationship graphs (see Figure 2) and other visualizations to find new relationships, trends and insights in the data.

At the heart of M3S is Raytheon BBN Technologies speech transcription engine, SAGE, providing automatic speech recognition and transcription with keyword spotting. SAGE also includes a multilingual acoustic modeling capability comprising a combination of deep neural networks (DNNs), convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and chain models. Automatic translation from foreign languages to English is provided through the Machine Translation Engine. The engine uses a statistical model trained to automatically associate millions of translation rules with their probabilities as estimated from human-translated sample sentences. Raytheon BBN’s statistical translation model uses deep neural networks to estimate word probability translations. This approach, significantly improving the accuracy of translation over the current state-of-the-art, was awarded Best Paper at the meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL) in 2014.

Machine translation drives the Machine Foreign Language Translation Systems (MFLTS) developed by Raytheon BBN Technologies. These systems, currently deployed to soldiers, allow for effective communication with civilians in Pashto, Iraqi Arabic, Dari and Modern Standard Arabic using two-way speech-to-speech and text-to-text translation. Available in portable, mobile and web-enabled configurations, MFLTS uses the machine learning-enabled technologies of speech transcription, machine translation, and speech synthesis to provide seamless communication across language barriers and cultures, especially in the force protection domain. For example, soldiers can use MFLTS at traffic stops, during medical scenarios, and for intelligence gathering or other multilingual interactions.

For foreign language speech transcription and keyword search capabilities, Raytheon BBN employs the latest neural network models including DNNs, CNNs and Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (BLSTM) chain models. These techniques are
used for feature derivation, a method of transforming an acoustic signal into low-dimensional feature vectors. The use of DNNs and BLSTMs for multilingual acoustic modeling has also been explored by Raytheon BBN for associating feature vectors with the correct phonemes, modeling multiple languages at once. Our system has been used for keyword search on languages as diverse as Amharic, Guarani, Javanese, and Pashto.

Similar machine learning approaches to those above are used in the related tasks of speech activity detection (SAD), language identification (LID) and speaker identification (SID). The ability to accurately perform these tasks automatically is crucial for sorting through large amounts of audio data to find valuable information in speech. The task is complicated by highly variable noise conditions and very short speech snippets. Using deep neural networks in the speech activity detection task, Raytheon BBN researchers concluded that DNNs out-perform Gaussian mixture models for modeling non-linear decision boundaries between speech and non-speech. The DNNs are trained on features from both the spectral and temporal domains, and the decisions are improved with smoothing techniques that deal with outlier frames.

For language identification, it is crucial to encode information about sequences of sounds. This is achieved by training multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs) to learn the contextual dependencies between individual phonemes. The inner layers of the MLPs are concatenated to produce stacked bottleneck features, which normalize channel and speaker information, emphasizing the phonetic contextual dependencies that are most discriminative for language ID. The signal is then transformed into a representation known as an i-vector: a fixed length, low-dimensional representation of the full speech segment. For speaker identification, similar approaches to feature derivation and i-vector formation are in play, except additional features that preserve inter-speaker variability are also used.

The machine learning approaches used in SAD, LID and SID are also being recast in the naval domain of sonar and vessel detection. Raytheon BBN is transforming data from passive sonar into features that will be used to train models for vessel detection, classification and identification. Such technologies will help naval analysts efficiently search and understand the data received from hydrophone arrays, whose use and number is increasing at a high rate.

Machine learning plays a large role in text processing, where unstructured linguistic data is transformed into searchable, structured actionable information. For instance, if a natural
disaster were to occur in Kazakhstan, how could the U.S. and coalition responders use news or social media broadcast in the local language, Uyghur, to make decisions about where and how to allocate resources? Without reams of labeled training data on which to train models, the approach to tasks such as named entity recognition and machine translation must rely more heavily on knowledge-focused resources. Raytheon BBN’s system for processing low-resource languages makes use of annotated grammars, unsupervised semantic clusters and conditional random fields to accomplish named entity recognition.

Interest has grown recently in the use of massive amounts of available linguistic data to predict the occurrence of rare or surprising events as well as the outcome of known events such as foreign elections. Using Markov logic networks and Bayesian modeling, Raytheon BBN has developed successful predictors of civil unrest, election outcomes and disease outbreak through modeling of word usage and relevant events occurring in open source data sets.

Raytheon BBN developed a suite of machine learning tools for prediction of distress indicators related to Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), depression and suicidality as well as prediction of emotional status from text and speech. Associated models have also been developed for prediction of PTSD indicators from multiple signals collected using a protocol that elicits participants’ neuro-psychological responses to emotional stimuli, and open-ended self-reporting questions. The machine learning tools include a wide range of classification models for structured output prediction, such as conditional random fields, Bayesian networks and support vector machine (SVM) models. Domain knowledge learned from subject matter experts is incorporated into the prediction models with Markov logic networks. Multi-view learning algorithms exploit certain high-cost data sources that are available only in the training phase, not at deployment. In transition to our partners in Veterans Affairs Boston, Raytheon BBN developed a data exploration and model building tool that allows researchers to examine current and future instantiations of longitudinal databases for prediction of PTSD risks.

MULTIMEDIA PROCESSING
Linguistic content is not always available in computer-readable form. Important text may appear within images or as handwritten data, requiring optical character recognition (OCR). For example, to find Arabic text in images and convert it to machine-readable text, Raytheon BBN’s OCR engine uses the same neural network techniques used for speech transcription and machine translation. These include the extraction of hand-engineered features including both industry-standard features and novel features patented by BBN. With these, a DNN is trained and the softmax function applied over the DNN output layer to provide output probabilities to a hidden Markov model. Hidden Markov models are well suited for recognizing text in which characters are connected, such as Arabic script or handwriting in any language. Conventional OCR approaches segment text into individual characters or parts of characters, which is straightforward for machine print in most languages, but difficult for Arabic text or for handwriting as the segmentation obtained may not be optimal for recognition. By contrast, when training a hidden Markov model, the optimal segmentation is obtained jointly with the other model parameters.

Raytheon BBN incorporated many years of expertise in developing cutting-edge video analytics solutions into its Video Indexing and Search with Event Recounting (VISER) software system (Figure 3). VISER is equipped with a powerful user interface operating on top of a video processing engine that detects semantic concepts (objects, actions, scene types, etc.) and events. Internally, VISER uses state of the art models for video processing and prediction including novel convolutional network architectures developed at Raytheon BBN. Information is fused from video, audio, automatic speech recognition, and OCR. The VISER system detects videos containing known event types (those where event models are pre-trained on labeled data), and identifies videos related to natural language searches when metadata is not available (purely content-based zero-shot learning retrieval). Users can refine search results, annotate positive and negative examples and train models for new events on the fly by selecting relevant examples. VISER can operate in a cloud environment.
environment or as a standalone workstation application. Its architecture allows for cost-sensitive processing, where performance can be traded for processing speed.

**NETWORKING AND CYBERSECURITY**

Raytheon BBN is expanding its machine learning expertise from linguistic data processing to issues in user and entity behavior analytics. One such project is Event Modeling with Evidence Tagging (EMET), in which multipurpose techniques are being developed for finding and tracking normal behavior in order to use that knowledge to identify and describe anomalous behavior. For example, a network is an environment where activity logs provide a data stream in which normal and anomalous behavior can be found. One approach is to apply Vectors of Locally Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD) to encode fixed-time-length windows of activity as “supervectors” describing that window’s distance to each of multiple baseline-trained k-means clusters. Including the distance to all trained clusters rather than choosing a single cluster to represent the activity provides a rich representation of a given window. This technique results in much higher recall and precision in source IP prediction, a component of anomaly detection. Other approaches include applying time-series analysis to one or multiple fields of the data stream, and using the encoding layer of a stacked autoencoder (a type of deep neural network) to represent windows of activity.

Also within the networking and communications realm, Raytheon BBN’s Strategy Optimizer uses machine learning to adaptively reconfigure radio and network stacks to maintain consistent communications on mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). The Strategy Optimizer dynamically chooses new configuration parameters, or strategies, to accommodate changing environments by consulting a support vector machine (SVM)-trained model that associates environmental variables with network performance. When the SVM prediction error exceeds a threshold, a new round of SVM retraining is kicked off to incorporate new observations and to develop a new set of effective configuration strategies.

Machine learning is used to protect networked server applications within the Advanced Adaptive Applications (A3) Environment, designed to stop cyberattacks (including zero-day cyberattacks) and to automatically repair vulnerabilities to protect against future attacks. One aspect of this fully-developed middleware environment is the use of decision trees to learn the distinguishing characteristics of malicious inputs and their association with undesired system conditions. Adapting input channels with filters to avoid malicious inputs protects the system from future attack. In addition to adapting input channels, A3 can adapt output filters, generate localized code modifications, and deploy execution shepherds using Virtual Machine Introspection (VMI) to mitigate undesired system conditions.

**AUTOMATED MACHINE LEARNING**

Data modeling is an iterative process that includes ingestion and filtering of heterogeneous and noisy data sources; selecting model structure and model components; learning component parameters and hyper-parameters; incorporating domain knowledge; and refining models based on evaluation results. In each of these steps, data scientists rely on prior experience regarding data transformations and model structure for similar data sources. In order to cope with a growing number of data modeling tasks, Raytheon BBN is automating the model building process; a capability that will allow shifting the end-to-end data modeling from data scientists to domain experts who need and use the completed models. In collaboration with academic researchers, Raytheon BBN is developing and implementing automatic model-building techniques to optimize model structure, primitive selection and parameter selection. Model primitives are developed via unsupervised pattern discovery in time series and the models are optimized by exploiting both the specific prediction problem and a database of best models built for related tasks and data sources.

**SUMMARY**

Machine learning is the mechanism by which Raytheon BBN Technologies approaches some of our customer’s most difficult problems in intelligence, information collection, networking and cybersecurity. Leading the development of seminal machine learning techniques in speech, text and video processing, Raytheon BBN integrates state-of-the-art technologies into its offerings to USG partners. The resulting advances in technology continue to enhance the efficiency of intelligence analysts, networking experts, cybersecurity agents and others protecting and serving our country.

Ilana Heintz

**MACHINE LEARNING IS USED TO PROTECT NETWORKED SERVER APPLICATIONS WITHIN THE ADVANCED ADAPTIVE APPLICATIONS (A3) ENVIRONMENT, DESIGNED TO STOP CYBER ATTACKS, INCLUDING ZERO-DAY CYBERATTACKS (INCLUDING ZERO-DAY CYBERATTACKS) AND TO AUTOMATICALLY REPAIR VULNERABILITIES TO PROTECT AGAINST FUTURE ATTACKS.**
Technology has always been a key discriminator used by Raytheon in delivering value to our customers. In today’s global economy, corporate research is less commonly pursued at major central research laboratories where activity typically centers on the development of very specific technology areas. Raytheon’s research into development of new technologies is done in a highly collaborative environment, with ideas originating internally and from partners in academia, small businesses, large contractors and national laboratories. This breadth of research enables not only upgrades to existing products but the development of entirely new capabilities as well.

Raytheon seeks to partner with universities for access to early-stage or basic research in order to gain an understanding of scientific advances before the technology roadmaps are fully defined. With an emphasis on innovation, engineering and scientific research, results from our partners are combined by applying existing knowledge in new ways to deliver novel products, methods and services that add value for our customers. Innovation is part of Raytheon’s culture of bringing forward new solutions, and it is this innovation in research, focused primarily on technology development, that brings value to all areas of our business.

Raytheon actively partners with leading technologists to bring the best minds to bear on developing unique and strategic product solutions for the customer. These partnerships include active university research, both through individual directed research projects and through membership in university consortia. Some examples of emerging technology areas in which Raytheon currently sponsors these collaborations are shown in Figure 1.

Universities are an important source of highly educated people, ideas and intellectual property serving as fuel for Raytheon’s innovation engine to convert research results into...
business opportunities. One example is Raytheon’s work with Northeastern University in nanotechnology (see inset, next page). They are also a key source of potential employees, with undergraduate engineering majors and graduate-level research in technology areas that are of specific interest to Raytheon. Colleges and universities are equally valuable teammates in pursuing science and technology Contract Research and Development (CRAD) opportunities.

A key area of collaboration with universities is the development of leading-edge capabilities for cybersecurity. Cybersystems cover nearly every aspect of our lives, and cyber-based attacks have become frequent and can be devastating. Weaknesses in hardware and software threaten not only data integrity and confidentiality of private information, but also availability of systems that support critical operations, secure logistics and manage assets and personnel. Raytheon, in partnership with a number of university cyber research institutes, continues to develop next-generation cybersecurity technologies.

Another area of focus that is important to Raytheon’s product development is advanced materials. This collaborative work includes development of lightweight metals for structures, low-thermal resistance materials for cooling semiconductors and coatings to withstand the effects of corrosive environments. It also involves modeling and analysis of material characteristics and properties to determine suitability for specific product applications.

The American Society for Engineering Education (ASEE) identifies 368 U.S. engineering colleges and universities. Raytheon works with approximately 100 of these schools, the selection criteria being based on research relevant to Raytheon technology, willingness to collaborate and proximity to Raytheon engineering centers. Recent college graduates, co-ops and interns from these institutions are an important source of engineers for Raytheon. Maintaining long-term partnerships with schools provides the opportunity to align faculty and curriculum with industry needs. It exposes students to a mix of invention and process know-how required to mature concepts from ideas, to prototype, to product. It also helps foster an environment of graduates both familiar with industry and who can make immediate contributions to business.

As technology progresses, a shift has taken place from the hardware base to one that is more computer and software...
oriented — a change that is reflected in recent university enrollment. ASEE data shows students graduating with a bachelor’s degree from an engineering program increased by 7.5 percent from 2014 to 2015, continuing a trend of annual growth since 2007. Some of the largest year-to-year percentage increases were seen in computer engineering-related programs: computer engineering, 16.2 percent; computer science, 17.6 percent; and electrical/computer engineering, 21.3 percent. Similar increases were observed in masters and doctoral program graduates.

Raytheon hires within the scientific, engineering and technology disciplines from institutions across the United States, as shown in Figure 2. This map represents undergraduate, doctoral-level and doctoral-level recruiting, and depicts a large set of institutions offering a diverse mix of candidates in background, capability, education and field of study.

Dedicated collaboration and partnership with colleges and universities is essential in maintaining the pipeline that brings

**NANOTECHNOLOGY: METHODS AND TOOLS WORK WITH NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY**

Nanotechnology is the study and manipulation of matter at the atomic or molecular scale, dimensions of less than 100 nanometers. Its application spans the scientific, engineering, medical and manufacturing fields and is a significant area of focus for the Northeastern University (NEU) School of Engineering. NEU pursues a number of nanotechnology initiatives that promise benefit to Raytheon. Having a long-standing relationship with the Center for high-Rate Nanomanufacturing (CHN), led by NEU Professor Ahmed Busnaina, Raytheon also maintains collaborations with NEU in advanced materials, thermal management, magnetics and other technology domains. NEU established the George J. Kostas Research Institute (KRI) for Homeland Security at the Burlington, Massachusetts campus (Figure 1) to provide facilities and other resources that help enable the development of new opportunities for academia-industry collaborative research and development.

Raytheon and NEU have partnered with U. S. Army Research Labs (ARL) to advance cold spray capabilities and apply this technology to fielded structures. Cold spray is an additive manufacturing process where powders are deposited on a substrate at supersonic speeds, resulting in adherence to the substrate upon impact. Due to the relatively low processing temperature (approximately 100 to 500 degrees Celsius), there is minimal or no degradation of material properties for cold spray-deposited metals. Raytheon is working with ARL and NEU to develop methods of applying cold spray for repair of fielded equipment. Raytheon deploys large, ground-based radar systems around the world, in environments that represent extremes in humidity, temperature, UV radiation and sand ablation. Repair of corroded metallic parts can be an expensive and time-consuming process, resulting in undesirable equipment “downtime.” Cold spray offers the ability to repair a specific damaged area rather than replacing an entire part, potentially realizing significant reduction in sustainment costs and increase in product utilization. NEU is in process of installing a cold spray system at KRI, which can be used to develop repair processes and other applications of cold spray technology.
Raytheon and Northeastern have also begun efforts to use cold spray to generate novel alloys for extreme thermal, electrical or corrosion-resistant performance.

Another nanotechnology initiative at the university is CHN’s Nanoscale Offset Printing System (NanoOPS), housed at KRI (Figure 2). With the NanoOPS tool, a template is coated with nanoparticles via electric charge. The template then transfers those nanoparticles to a substrate, much like stamping, but with layers as thin as 20 nanometers (nm). This allows for very rapid generation of high-resolution features. At speeds 100 to 1000 times faster than 3-D printing, this technology promises reduced costs for nanoscale components compared to traditional lithography and wafer processing. NEU is exploring the use of NanoOPS for drug delivery, electronics, flexible sensors and other applications. The university partnered with Milara Incorporated of Medway Massachusetts, a maker of industrial printers, to produce the nano printer. The project was funded in part by a grant from the National Science Foundation with additional funding from the Massachusetts Technology Collaborative. Raytheon is currently working with NEU to explore the use of NanoOPS for applying electrical shielding and ruggedized features on optical components.

In April 2016, the governor of Massachusetts announced a $3 million grant to NEU to establish the Advanced Nanomanufacturing Cluster for Smart Sensors and Materials (AN5SeM), to be used by the CHN at the Kostas Research Institute. A university-industry consortium, AN5SeM will leverage NEU’s capabilities to develop smart sensors and nanomaterials for a range of medical, defense and energy applications.

NEU’s Electronic Materials Research Initiative (eMRI) mission is to synergize and catalyze research and education in nanomaterials for nano-, bio- and info-technologies. More than 30 faculty members work with external companies and government research institutions on interdisciplinary projects such as electronic and photonic nanostructures, nanomedicine, fuel cells and computation modeling at the nanoscale.

The Center for Microwave Magnetic Materials and Integrated Circuits (CM3IC) is a research organization located at Northeastern University focused on novel microwave magnetic materials and device solutions for use in microwave electronics and multifunctional integrated circuits, particularly for radar and other high-frequency electromagnetic applications. The CM3IC works closely with the Department of Defense to facilitate the transfer of novel and advanced technologies from the university to the DoD and its contractors, including Raytheon. Research areas include circulators, metamaterials, ferrites, magnetic semiconductors and magnetic nanoparticles.

Raytheon is excited about the opportunities that NEU offers for the development of advanced materials. This productive collaboration not only presents new capabilities for Raytheon applications, but develops a potential pipeline of students with skills critical to meeting Raytheon’s future employment needs.

Mary Herndon
Software is a key component in Raytheon’s product capabilities and great emphasis throughout the company is placed on the continual evolution of software development to ensure the most advanced techniques, technologies and practices are in place to optimize delivery and quality of effective solutions for our customers. This strategy has seen the introduction of the software innovation for tomorrow (SWIFT) initiative, designed to establish a framework for software development methods which incorporates people and environment, automation and efficiencies, structured reuse, and advanced test built on a foundation of customer alignment (communication and collaboration).

The SWIFT framework provides an approach to incrementally develop and field customer solutions quickly and reliably. Its methods are designed to reduce development and life-cycle costs by providing predictable, stable processes based on the latest technologies. They can be selected and tailored for use on software development programs as a means of delivering specific mission solutions faster and more efficiently while meeting or exceeding the software quality levels customers expect.

More recently, Raytheon’s software development activities have placed an emphasis on the adoption of cloud computing and DevOps, and their integration into the SWIFT framework. Figure 1 shows the specific areas of SWIFT embodying the cloud computing and DevOps concepts, where increased attention is given to interconnecting these methods and processes to support the entire DevOps pipeline.

DevOps is a contraction of the words development and operations, and at Raytheon, represents a culture of collaborative relationships connecting engineering, test and operations to optimize the delivery of incremental capability. A complete capability is a collection of features and functionality, which after completing acceptance test in its entirety, is considered production ready and is delivered to the production environment. During product development, DevOps methods provide the ability to augment existing software and systems processes with agile/lean techniques, tools and cultural changes. These, in turn, enable continuous, incremental functional releases with the benefits of reduced development time, accelerated product delivery and improved product quality. Some of the key tenets of a successful DevOps deployment are:

- Cross-functional members working together to develop features
- Accelerating capabilities delivery through increased automation and improved quality, minimizing manual labor and rework
- Shifting the manual staged delivery approach to an automated continuous delivery model
- Focusing team members and contributors on delivery of capabilities
- Maintain concentration on small batches of work to improve flow through the software development system, and the entire program
- Continuous attention to delivering the capabilities that add value

DevOps spans the software and systems engineering product development process (Figure 2), relying on automation tools and agile, lean processes to develop software in smaller functional pieces. Figure 3 describes where the specific DevOps concepts are incorporated within the various stages of software development. This is an iterative process beginning with the planning stage, where requirements are gathered from the customer and other stakeholders to develop the product backlog (prioritized features list) based on delivering incremental capabilities. During the code phase, the stories (requirements) that make up the features and capabilities are created according to the backlog and then built to prepare for the testing phases. The software and system are tested using automation to ensure the desired functionality on as close to a target platform as possible. During the release stage, automation is used to produce a package containing the product and then deployed to the target environment. During the operate stage, the product is in the target production environment and results are fed back to the entire DevOps pipeline. In practice, DevOps can include some or all of the underlying concepts shown below in an iterative approach with automation tools to achieve the desired benefits.

- Agile/Lean Development: Using short, iterative development cycles, including frequent collaboration with the customer, and other agile/lean techniques resulting in the delivery of “working” software throughout the program’s life cycle
- Continuous Integration: Integrating early and often, incorporating small incremental changes, in order to uncover defects faster and isolate fixes to small change sets
- Automated Software/Systems Test: Using automated software and verification systems and methods to test product functionality on as close to an operational platform as possible

Dr. Nora Tgavalekos, is chief software engineer for Corporate Engineering within the Engineering, Technology and Mission Assurance (ET&MA) organization of Raytheon Company. In this role, she directs the Software Engineering Council and provides oversight and guidance to software efforts across the Raytheon businesses. Dr. Tgavalekos applies her broad range of engineering and technology experience to business software challenges, generating enterprise-wide synergy for software design, development, test and support. “My role is to create synergies across the company in the tools, processes and development of people within the Software discipline,” she explains. “The expectation is that we have improved execution on programs which provides Raytheon the ability to produce cost effective solutions while still delivering a high-quality product to our customers.”

Dr. Tgavalekos also serves as the technical competency definition and development lead for the ET&MA organization. Since assuming this role in 2011, she has been responsible for coordinating the execution and sustainment of existing ET&MA learning curriculums including the Johns Hopkins University master’s program and the Systems Engineering Technical Development Program. She also leads the development and deployment of technical content for ET&MA learning programs including Mission Assurance, Engineering Export/Import Technical Advisors, Cyber and the Lead Systems Engineer (LSE) Development Program. When asked about her thoughts on keys to a successful career, Dr. Tgavalekos offers “Throughout your career, take every opportunity you can to learn, whether experiential, applied learning or through mentorship. Work in roles that make you feel uncomfortable to broaden your skillsets and gain confidence.”

Prior to joining Corporate Engineering, Dr. Tgavalekos held several key positions on ground based radar programs at Raytheon including flight test director; design and analysis lead; deputy integrated product team lead; and lead of the radar discrimination team. She also served as a section manager within the Systems Architecture Design and Integration Directorate at Raytheon Integrated Defense Systems (IDS).

Prior to joining Raytheon, Dr. Tgavalekos held positions of increasing responsibility in the fields of electrical and systems engineering at General Electric™ Healthcare. These included leading teams for investigating methods of detecting metal distortion in electromagnetic surgical tracking platforms, and leading the development and deployment of algorithms to model electromagnetic navigation accuracy.

Dr. Tgavalekos holds a bachelor’s degree, a master’s degree and a doctorate in biomedical engineering from Boston University. She has been awarded patents in the fields of medical devices and radar discrimination, and has written more than 30 publications and abstracts on the topics of medical devices and missile defense.
• Continuous Delivery: Automation components in place to build, test and provide instantaneous application delivery to any target environment.

• Continuous Deployment: Layered on top of continuous delivery, automates deployments through to operations.

DevOps concepts are defined within the SWIFT architecture and developed according to enterprise guidelines with checklists, handbooks and training materials to provide technical support to programs for method training, implementation and adoption.

A DevOps approach is important in defect detection and resolution as it is oftentimes the case that they are not isolated to a specific component’s functionality, but rather surface in the interaction of several components when part of the integrated system. Therefore, putting components together as early as possible and testing frequently can not only reduce development and delivery time, but also improve product quality.

Maintaining this integration and test capability requires an environment that can emulate all remaining components of the test system. This may not be feasible due to the extended efforts required in supporting all the necessary emulations and the costs of computing systems required for multiple test beds to quickly test many components simultaneously. Reducing capacity on the other hand can introduce bottlenecks, possibly defeating some of the benefits of DevOps. Cloud computing is one means of providing an effective solution to creating and maintaining an environment for frequent test and integration.

Figure 2: DevOps iterative stages
Cloud computing enhances the DevOps pipeline by providing on-demand virtual environments as resources to enable rapid cycles of software development, systems engineering development, integration and testing. It offers network-based, location agnostic and dynamically configurable computing, networking and storage resources designed to maximize resource utilization. Cloud computing provisions both speed and flexibility through virtualization and significantly improves time for program startup through rapid creation of development and integration environments. It also enables mission assurance through automated configuration of operationally relevant test environments and enhances value delivery in sustainment through operational monitoring and centralized service provisioning.

The benefits of DevOps in software and systems development are realized through the application of agile and lean techniques coupled with automation tools and rapid feedback to achieve a continuous development, integration, delivery and deployment capability. A well-executed DevOps strategy can result in improved productivity, reduced rework and higher product quality for the customer. Leveraging the scalability of cloud computing can accelerate both initial capability and product maturity.

Cindy Molin
Terry Godwin
Nora Tgavalekos

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STAGES/CONCEPTS</th>
<th>AGILE</th>
<th>CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION</th>
<th>AUTOMATED SOFTWARE TEST</th>
<th>AUTOMATED SYSTEM TEST</th>
<th>CONTINUOUS DELIVERY</th>
<th>CONTINUOUS DEPLOYMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plan</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Test</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Test</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Release</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deploy</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operate</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 3: HOW DEVOPS CONCEPTS MAP TO DEVOPS STAGES

CLOUD COMPUTING ENHANCES THE DEVOPS PIPELINE BY PROVIDING ON-DEMAND VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS AS RESOURCES TO ENABLE RAPID CYCLES OF SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT, SYSTEMS ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT, INTEGRATION AND TESTING.
Kim Caruso is vice president of Corporate Operations within Engineering, Technology and Mission Assurance at Raytheon. Since joining Raytheon in 1988, Caruso has held positions of increasing responsibility within engineering in the areas of hardware development and system integration and test, including field and flight tests. Most recently, she was senior director of domestic programs, where she was responsible for providing program and organizational leadership in the development, production and sustainment of the Patriot Air and Missile Defense System in support of the U.S. government and international partner customers. Caruso is responsible for the execution and strategic initiatives of operations across the company, including driving advanced manufacturing technologies, innovations and capabilities; depot, manufacturing facilities and real-estate strategies; and effective business continuity operations. She helps ensure a safe, secure and sustainable workplace.

Technology Today spoke with Vice Presidents Kim Caruso and Alan Glickman about their roles, objectives and key aspects of the Corporate Operations and Engineering organizations.

T.T.: What are your main objectives as vice president of Corporate Operations?

Kim Caruso: I am focusing on three main objectives: right-size our facilities footprint to meet utilization goals; drive lean and continuous improvements; and advance manufacturing technologies through innovation. An important goal in this respect, is achieving these objectives through cross-collaboration with each of the four business operations vice presidents and their teams.

In right-sizing our facilities footprint, the real estate team reviews metrics for office space, laboratory, manufacturing and warehouse utilization. We also include analysis of manufacturing capabilities and utilization metrics for factories from each of the four business units. This data is analyzed to develop strategies for more efficient use of facility and manufacturing space and to determine best use of space to accommodate business growth needs.

In the area of lean and continuous improvements the team is focusing on driving margin expansion through numerous initiatives including employee idea generation; employee participation in tiered accountability meetings; improved focus on process flow across factories to drive waste elimination; expanded automation in areas such as robotics, automated torqueing, advanced (model-based) work instructions and machine learning; and implementing additive manufacturing, and advanced test automation.

The Manufacturing Technology Network technical area director (TAD) is the key advocate to promote the development, optimization and proliferation of advanced manufacturing technologies across the Raytheon enterprise. Working in collaboration with both universities and industries, the TAD’s main focus areas include rapid prototyping; model-based manufacturing; additive manufacturing; advanced testing; visualization for manufacturing; and manufacturing systems and execution.

T.T.: How would you describe the influence Corporate Operations has on creating competitive advantage across the Raytheon businesses?

K.C.: Operations’ objective in Competitive Advantage is to deliver maximum customer value through innovative solutions and advanced capabilities and services — each an enabler of mission assurance, flawless execution, business growth and best-in-class return on invested capital. A key way in which we accomplish this is through the Operations Council whose members consist of the four businesses’ Operations vice presidents and the functional vice presidents from Engineering, Mission Assurance, Supply Chain and Global Business Services. The council meets monthly to discuss business unique initiatives, best practices, lesson learned and process improvements that help reduce overall operations costs and improve efficiencies across the businesses; both key influences in improving Raytheon's competitive advantage.

T.T.: How does Operations keep up with advances in technology?

K.C.: There are many ways Operations keeps up with advances in technology. For example, through partnerships with industry, universities, the National Network for Manufacturing Innovation (NNMI) and manufacturing innovation institutes, we collaborate and develop next-generation technologies and advanced manufacturing processes. The manufacturing TAD is the key conduit to these initiatives, keeping pace with advances in technology and the manufacturing Technology Interest Groups (TIG). The TIGs are a collection of subjects matter experts (SMEs) from across the company who foster and promote manufacturing technology transfer across all the Raytheon businesses. Their primary focus areas include automation, additive manufacturing, model-based work instructions, auto-ID technologies, digital manufacturing, cleanroom management, adhesives and advanced materials. Through direct funded research projects, memberships in consortia and sponsorship of student projects, we continually strive for early stage involvement in technology advancements and to broaden our technical network, keeping manufacturing technology innovation moving forward.

T.T.: Raytheon continues to build its global presence and international business. How is Operations evolving to support this growth?

K.C.: One primary activity with which Operations supports Global Growth is through companywide standardization of material and production tools and processes, driving the concept of “build anywhere.” The Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) team was established and chartered for just this purpose. The ERP is a cross-business collaboration whose steering team determines the priorities for work in areas which bring the most value to the “build anywhere” approach. The ERP builds on the foundation of our common resource planning systems to accelerate Enterprise Collaboration and drive competitive advantage in the global environment. Seven value streams are used to focus on key steps in the product life cycle: capture, design, plan, source, make, deliver and sustain. Standardizing the tools and processes used throughout the product life cycle allows Raytheon to leverage common people and resources while building its international business and global presence.
Alan Glickman is vice president of Corporate Engineering within the Raytheon Engineering, Technology and Mission Assurance organization. Throughout his career, he has held positions of increasing responsibility and has positively impacted numerous programs and projects in Air Defense, Missile Defense, Naval Surface Warfare, Undersea Warfare and Air Traffic Control. At Raytheon, Glickman has been actively involved in the Multifunction Radio Frequency Systems Technology Network, Electrical Systems Council and the Analog/RF Engineering sub-council. He is a qualified Raytheon Six Sigma™ Specialist, and was named IDS Game Changer of the Year for 2009.

T.T.: What are your main objectives as Vice President of Corporate Engineering?

Alan Glickman: The primary objectives of Corporate Engineering are to focus on our people, process, performance and technology. Each of these are enablers to the corporate focus areas of Global Growth, Enterprise Collaboration and competitive advantage.

Our people are the backbone to our company success and as such, we concentrate on hiring the best talent and developing the future technologists, scientists, leaders and managers that will keep Raytheon strong and competitive for the future. We invest in our employees through higher education programs; enterprise-level training for technical skills such as the Principles of System Engineering (PoSE) course and the Systems Engineering Technical Development program (SEtdp); Leadership Development programs; and experiential learning opportunities. These programs provide employees the ability to develop their own career paths.

The Integrated Product Development System (IPDS) process and developmental “V” (see “Career Growth Through the Engineering V” in the Special Interest section of this issue) are the foundation of how we conduct business on all our programs from the early capture phase to the operation and sustainment of fielded systems. Continually enhancing our processes to improve productivity and effectiveness of engineering design and development is critical. For example, incorporating commercial best practice approaches in design, as with Software Innovation for Tomorrow (SWIFT), yielded substantial improvements in software development productivity. Looking forward to Raytheon’s future competitive advantage, we are starting a new initiative across electrical, mechanical, systems and life-cycle engineering which embraces the work accomplished by SWIFT and builds upon it for development of our systems to deliver products with improved productivity and efficiencies.

Regarding performance, we focus on the fundamentals of good engineering. Driving due diligence in system design and development, maximizing reuse, ensuring design failures are not repeated, and sharing best practices and lessons learned are all imperative actions. Applying the Design Guidance System (DGS) process to ensure design rules and guidelines in process and independent reviews, and utilizing the Raytheon Lessons Learned System (RLLS) and system complexity reduction measures such as Cost as a Requirement (CaR) and Cost as an Independent Variable (CAIV) will continue to improve our overall program execution.

As relates to technology, we continue to understand current and emerging customer needs and identify the technologies of the future that will maintain Raytheon competitiveness and relevance in the defense and aerospace business. Through investment in IRAD and winning CRAD, we focus our technologies to fill gaps and respond to future customer mission needs. Collaborating with universities and strategic suppliers also provides opportunity for innovative ideas that enable future military applications.

T.T.: Can you tell us about the Raytheon Engineering Common program and how it has shaped Engineering across the company?

A.G.: The Raytheon Engineering Common Program (RECP) creates companywide collaboration and common process and tool development. Each engineering council annually develops initiatives that focus on improvements in common process, metrics and tools that enable improved productivity and design efficiency. Annual internal symposiums and workshops provide a means to share critical technology developments and ideas within each business and across the company. Also, international growth is supported through critical investments in areas like the Global Substances Program (GSP) which keeps ahead of the increasing substance regulations.

T.T.: This issue of Technology Today is about “Raytheon Sources of Technology”, including acquisitions. What do you see as the key challenges and benefits for Engineering associated with expanding Raytheon’s technology through acquisition?

A.G.: One of the many ways we build on Raytheon’s vast portfolio of technologies is acquiring tangential businesses and assimilate them into future products and programs. A key challenge with any acquisition is aligning the new organization with the Raytheon business process while promoting the creativity and innovation which originally inspired the acquisition. If done properly, however, the benefits to engineering are multiplicative, evolving with new and innovative products and technologies across many business areas and customer needs.

T.T.: What are some key engineering work products necessary for a seamless design transition into manufacturing?

A.G.: Our investment in Common Product Data Management System (cPDM) and integration with Process Reinvention Integrating Systems for Manufacturing™ (PRISM) has been instrumental in addressing both seamless transition to production and collaboration with Operations and Supply Chain. Early engagement with Operations and suppliers in the design process ensures engineering work products transition smoothly into manufacturing work products and enables efficient manufacturing and product integration.
Tomaz Seignemartin is the company’s director of Raytheon Six Sigma. With more than 16 years of experience in engineering, quality, operations, services and sales, Tomaz is responsible for driving the company’s R6s vision and strategy, including continuous improvement in processes and systems. Previously, Tomaz worked at General Electric Company where he was responsible for leading a number of international product areas. He also led a number of six sigma design projects where he was able to deliver results that led to a significant increase in customer satisfaction and margin enhancement. He received the GE President’s Award for Quality in 2009 and was certified as a Lean Six Sigma Black Belt by GE in December 2006. Tomaz earned a bachelor’s degree in mechanical/aerospace engineering from Rutgers University and an MBA from Northwestern University’s Kellogg School of Management.

There was a time, before my career at Raytheon, when every improvement action had to be a Six Sigma project — not an entirely healthy approach. Traditional Six Sigma by itself is a great way to achieve two process goals: reduce variation and shift the mean. And although these are some of the toughest business problems we encounter, not all problems are of that nature. Teams need to pick the right tools to solve the right problems.

My second thought is that, over time, customer expectations evolve. Achieving true Six Sigma process capability (3.4 Defects per Million Opportunities) is most often a journey, not a destination. Our upper and lower specification boundaries are ever shrinking as our customer expectations evolve. As such, the importance of continuous improvement — striving for perfection — must really be something each of us takes on personally every day.

T.T.: How do you see the role of R6s at Raytheon evolving in the future?

T.S.: Raytheon is moving towards optimizing our processes end-to-end, from our customer’s perspective, independent of traditional internal channels. Enterprise Collaboration occurs naturally when you approach the problem from that perspective. When we apply R6s with a focus on customers and suppliers, and ask “What are their pain points?” we work to minimize the “white space” that many times occurs between us. I also see a future where R6s is deeply involved at the forefront of innovation. For example, our current enterprise project is helping the business accelerate change and adoption of new software development processes.
Kurt Mittelstaedt is Director of Operations for Enterprise Lean Manufacturing within Raytheon’s Engineering, Technology and Mission Assurance function. He is responsible for driving operational excellence and productivity through multifunctional company improvement initiatives focused on collaboration between Operations, Engineering, Mission Assurance and Supply Chain. Most recently, Mittelstaedt led a Design for Six Sigma™ (DFSS) initiative, driving affordability and performance by increasing DFSS deployment on programs, integrating DFSS into product development and creating DFSS subject matter experts. Mittelstaedt joined Raytheon in 1988 and has held technical and leadership positions in Operations, Mission Assurance, Integrated Supply Chain and Engineering. He is a graduate of the Raytheon Leadership Excellence Program and is a certified Raytheon Six Sigma Master Expert. Mittelstaedt earned his bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering from the University of Rochester in 1988 and his master’s degree in manufacturing systems engineering from Stanford University in 1994.

T.T.: What is your role in corporate operations as director of Operations for Enterprise Lean Manufacturing?

Kurt Mittelstaedt: My role is to develop a strategic, enterprise approach to deploying existing lean and evolving industry best practices to drive competitive advantage. Raytheon has strong teams of lean practitioners in each business who successfully engage employees in manufacturing sites, improving our production processes. We see an opportunity to highlight best practices from each business and share them across the company, empowering facilities new to lean to leverage the gold standards of the entire company; and giving sites with mature lean practices a path for continued improvement.

It’s an exciting time to work in Operations. Technology continues to open new opportunities for improving manufacturing. Raytheon is always exploring and implementing new practices such as Industry 4.0 initiatives which will revolutionize manufacturing.

T.T.: How is today’s R6s different from the original approach developed by Motorola?

K.M.: Raytheon has a rich history in Six Sigma and continuous improvement, going back to the companies that make up our organization today. Texas Instruments Defense Systems worked closely with Motorola in the development of Six Sigma, and their Black Belts brought along their experience and lessons learned to Raytheon. Additionally, Both TI Defense Systems and Hughes were early aerospace pioneers in the application of agile/lean methods in their factories and DFSS in product development. Leveraging these methodologies and pulling in the business improvement focus of GE and Allied Signal™ in the late 1990s enabled Raytheon to become the first aerospace company to unleash the integrated power of a lean Six Sigma program under the banner of Raytheon Six Sigma.

T.T.: From an enterprise perspective, what are some of the key benefits of R6s to Raytheon Operations?

K.M.: Lean and other R6s methodologies have provided significant improvements to Raytheon operations. Its benefits are seen across the company — cost reductions drive margin expansion and return dollars to our programs; cycle time reductions help programs achieve customer milestones; and defect reduction impacts scrap and rework costs. In addition, employees submit thousands of ideas every year through the Total Employee Engagement program.

The Operations Council also supports initiatives with engineering to improve the quality of new designs. For example, the number of Design for Manufacturing and Assembly workshops has dramatically increased enterprise wide, leading to affordable, producible designs.

T.T.: How do you see the role of R6s at Raytheon evolving in the future?

K.M.: R6s will always stay focused on our customers and our people. At the same time, we can leverage new methods and technology to further optimize our continuous improvement efforts. The pace of change over the next few years will have a dramatic effect on our people, products and factories. It is important that we drive change rather than react to it.

THE PACE OF CHANGE OVER THE NEXT FEW YEARS WILL HAVE A DRAMATIC EFFECT ON OUR PEOPLE, PRODUCTS AND FACTORIES.
At Walt Disney World’s Epcot Center, the Raytheon-developed Sum of all Thrills™ attraction allows riders to design their own roller coaster and experience a simulated ride on the new design. The robotically controlled movement of the ride is the result of a computer program that interprets the track design and simulates how an actual coaster car would run if the track were real. This is physics-based simulation, and is quite different from many video games where vehicles are not rigidly bound by the physics of the real world and can perform maneuvers that are not physically possible. The simulation model for the ride uses equations for force, motion, friction and other physical concepts to ensure the cars motion stays true to the laws of physics.

Raytheon manufactures some of the most sophisticated weapons systems in the world. The combination of rapidly changing threats to national security and the increasing complexity of the systems needed to defend against these threats makes the traditional decades-long development process untenable. Shortening this development cycle within the defense industry requires an ever increasing use of physics-based simulation tools. These tools provide engineers the ability to design and test their ideas within a virtual environment — avoiding the slow, costly development of physical prototypes.

Models have always been a part of engineering design. When the Wright brothers were creating their first airplane designs they used models to understand the physics of flight. Kites were a way for them to study flight controls and a wind tunnel helped them to understand the aerodynamic properties of various wing shapes. Whether a drawing, mathematical equation or a physical scale representation of an object, models are essential to the engineering process. Using supercomputers, engineers can now construct virtual models, and through simulation they can assess how their designs will work in the real world. For example, as you drive your car around a curve on the freeway, you experience the physical forces acting on the vehicle. However, understanding how physical forces act on a missile moving at supersonic speeds requires very complex and sophisticated computer analyses.

Figure 1 illustrates the steps used to develop a model for wind flow across a wing surface. The engineer first determines the wing shape (left) and then uses a computer program to create a collection of small triangles that form a mesh representation of the wing (center). With this mesh version, the engineer can use simulation to understand the forces the wind might exert on the wing surface (right). As an object moves through the atmosphere, especially at high speeds, the object experiences forces in the same way you do in your car. If the forces acting on a wing surface are incorrect, the wing may not provide enough lift, or it may cause instabilities, or it may just simply fail.

Figure 2 visualizes a computer generated simulation of a missile flying at supersonic speed. The red color on the nose indicates the high pressure due to compression of the atmosphere in front of the missile. Similar to the pressure experienced when you put your hand out the window of a moving car, that same force is magnified many times as the speed increases. The large green areas around the canards depict the level of fidelity (described below) used by the model relative to distance from the missile body.

Raytheon is a leader in adopting simulation as a critical part of the engineering design and manufacturing processes. Whether designing a new guidance system or an assembly station on the factory floor, models and simulations are essential to product success and customer satisfaction. That said however, all models are not necessarily equal, and this is most evident in a property known as “fidelity.”
A model is, by definition, a representation or abstraction of an object or system. The level of fidelity, typically referred to as low, medium, high or perfect, determines how closely it can represent what is being modeled, with perfect fidelity representing an exact copy of the reality. There is also a direct correlation between the level of fidelity and the amount of computing resources required to simulate the physical and environmental factors. Low-fidelity models generally run very quickly and on ordinary computing hardware, whereas high-fidelity simulations such as weather prediction can require a significant increase in computing resources, oftentimes to a level described as high performance computing or HPC. Referring back to Figure 2, the "blocks" around the missile are an indication of the level of fidelity exhibited by the model. Here, the missile is rendered in very fine detail but the atmosphere is represented in much lower detail the greater the distance from the missile. This is a desirable attribute of the model as the lesser influences of the atmosphere on the missile’s flight at these greater distances can be accurately simulated more quickly with lower fidelity and, consequently, with much less computing resource.

Raytheon uses a number of modeling and simulation tools and has been working with the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) Engineered Resilient Systems (ERS) office to increase utilization of simulation. A DoD-funded project known as Computational Research and Engineering Acquisition Tools and Environments (CREATE) has developed a set of next-generation tools for simulating many aspects of defense-related systems. These new tools are capable of simulating complex systems at very high fidelity, such as an entire aircraft. Executing one of these fighter aircraft simulations on a typical engineering desktop workstation, if even possible, could take many, many years. Raytheon utilizes very large-scale super computers to make this type of simulation practical. These high-performance computing (HPC) machines have the processing equivalent of as many as one hundred thousand computers or more in a single machine and run very specialized programs such as CREATE’s Kestrel model.

Kestrel is capable of simulating an entire aircraft and its weapon systems (Figure 3) using a physics-based simulation known as computational fluid dynamics (CFD). CFD uses complex algorithms to model the flow of liquids and gases along an object’s surfaces. Kestrel is one of the few computer applications that can perform the millions of mathematical calculations required for this type of simulation. With this capability Raytheon assesses how weapons will react when released from an airframe at combat speed.

Understanding the impact of turbulence in the airflow around the aircraft is critical to a safe release and operation of the weapon. In Figure 3, the pressures on the aircraft (similar to the missile in Figure 2) are reflected by the color gradient, which indicates that the plane is turning to the pilot’s right since the higher pressure areas (yellow to red) are offset to one side. It is important to understand what will happen to both the aircraft and the weapon when it is released at any time other than horizontal flight.

Physics-based simulation is used throughout Raytheon, not only for the more popular CFD models, but in other equally important applications such as blast damage assessment; analysis of thermodynamic properties in electro-mechanical systems; and the effects of radiation on satellite components. Physics-based simulation is also used to predict the effects of weather and other environmental conditions; for instance dust, heat, cold and rain (Figure 4). The weather forecast shown on your local television station is a prime example of this type of high-performance simulation that touches everyday lives.

Raytheon continues to embrace the best technologies available in the development of next-generation weapons systems. The integration of physics-based simulation environments such as CREATE and other simulation tools into normal workflow processes allows Raytheon engineers to explore design spaces that would not have been attainable 20 years ago.*

George Ball
Designing complex systems at Raytheon takes knowledge, discipline and experience. The “Systems Engineering V”1 (Figure 1), the road map to the discipline required for successful product development, can also be used as a map for career growth. At Raytheon, the process of developing a product — from initial user need, through design, development, delivery and finally, operations — is a multidisciplinary approach that requires human, organizational and technical variables working together to create complex systems. Over the course of an engineer’s career, gaining experience across all phases of system development greatly expands an engineer’s skill set and systems understanding. These experiences will build the engineer’s experiential grid. This provides a big-picture view of multifaceted problems and potential solutions encompassing customer needs, system constraints and operating environment.

The experiential grid is defined by the phases of the product life cycle. The product life cycle is the natural progression through phases of product development comprising the flow of activities from customer need to customer satisfaction including requirements development, design, build and integration and test. More specifically, starting at the left hand side of the “V” in Figure 1, the scope of product development begins with the identification of a user (customer) need. This is translated into a system architecture; a high-level design that provides a logical and/or physical representation of the product. Then, through a thorough analysis of the customer’s needs and objectives, a properly aligned set of system and subsystem requirements is developed. These are the statements of fact and assumptions defining the expectations of the system in terms of mission objectives, environments, constraints and

1 Building on a Legacy: Renewed Focus on Systems Engineering in Defense Acquisition, Mary C. Redshaw, A publication of the Defense Acquisition University, January 2010
measures of effectiveness. The next phase of development is system design; incorporating both the hardware and software functions to convert the architectural concept and requirements into a realizable design. It is important to note that as we move down the left hand side of the V from architecture synthesis to hardware/software design, an iterative re-balancing of requirements (depicted by the circled arrows) occurs, as needed, to control cost and complexity. For example, are all the requirements being levied on the system verifiable? Will the system, as currently specified, meet the cost target? Will the suppliers be able to deliver the product in a timely fashion? A negative response to any of these questions may require a return to an earlier requirements development phase.

At the base of the V is product build, integration and test where additional experiences in supply chain, operations and quality are gained. Integration is the merger of low-level components, parts and/or configuration items into the complete system; satisfying the logical and physical interfaces as well as the original intended use of the system. Tests are used during integration to examine interfaces and confirm performance of the higher level assembly.

Moving up the right-hand side of the V is subsystem and system verification — the formal proof of compliance with requirements. The four methods of verification are test, demonstration, inspection and analysis. These methods assess whether or not the system is well-engineered, error-free, complete and in compliance with requirements. Verification ensures that the implemented solution meets its specified technical requirements and properly integrates with interfacing products. Next is the validation phase, which is the formal proof that the resulting system complies with and meets the customer’s needs in the operating environment. Finally, in the operations and maintenance phase, the system is fully operational, undergoing regularly scheduled maintenance, and performance measures are monitored.

Through the various experiences acquired during each phase of the V, engineers learn how to write valid requirements; design and build hardware and software to meet those requirements; integrate and test subsystems and systems; and deliver product to the field. Along the way, they also learn about engineering standards, practices, policies, and procedures; how to collect and analyze metrics; and how to use and develop tools to help them execute their tasks. At Raytheon, the Integrated Product Development System (IPDS), shown in Figure 2, is the set of common processes that are used to execute the work in each phase of the V to increase speed and cost-effectiveness as well as guarantee the solution will meet the customer’s needs. IPDS integrates engineering disciplines with organizational functions and represents the compilation of Raytheon’s best practices, guidelines, methods, tools and other enablers of successful process execution.

An IPDS gate is an evaluation point where it is determined whether or not the program is on track toward meeting program requirements, and if not, the necessary corrective actions to bring it back on course. In Figure 1, the red circles identify these IPDS gates in relation to the product development life cycle. In the beginning are Gates 1 to 4, the pre-proposal gates, where Systems Engineering is determining user needs, performing trades and working within the Business Development and Strategy capture process for winning new business.

Demonstrating successful execution within a program and within specific phases of the V can lead an engineering professional to positions of significant technical responsibility. Gaps in proficiency for specific roles are addressed through rotations to different programs and/or discipline directorates; international assignments; accelerants (i.e., mentoring); or applied learning; all of which ultimately promote career development. An example of this is the Principles of Systems Engineering (PoSE) curricula, a learning program developed by Raytheon, designed for the entry-level systems, software engineering professional.
and hardware engineering target audience to provide an introduction to the V and how it is used at Raytheon. Higher level courses such as the Systems Engineering Technical Development Program (SEtdp) and the Certified Architect Program (CAP), intended for mid-level to senior level engineers, offer additional depth on how to execute the product life cycle.

Raytheon tools, such as the Talent and Career Explorer (TACE) tool, help identify and isolate skill gaps and strengths for specific technical roles of increasing responsibility. The four frameworks of the TACE cube (Figure 3) describing competencies for engineers are:

- **Mission Area**: The customer-defined market segment
- **Domain**: That which is built, supported and deployed in support of the mission area
- **Discipline**: An area of expertise; for example, an engineer’s major in college
- **Technical Leadership**: The skills needed to lead a technical program

The TACE tool allows employees to rate their proficiencies according to their level of knowledge in the skills that make up the competencies in each framework. Employees can compare their skill levels to specific technical role requirements, identify gaps and develop appropriate strategies to close those gaps such as rotational assignments, enrolling in specific learning programs or receiving focused mentoring.

**REPRESENTATIVE CAREER PROGRESSION**

The different phases of the V (figure 1) can also be used to demonstrate a representative technical career progression for an engineer. For example, a new college hire with an electrical engineering degree might begin with a position in hardware design for a program and eventually transition to new roles in hardware integration and test and then, continuing up the right-hand side of the V, on to support verification.

![Figure 3. TACE Cube of Competencies](image-url)
and validation activities. This transition may occur in a few months’ time or it may take several years. The timeframe is typically determined by the program phase, the engineer’s career goals and the opportunities available to them for new assignments. Eventually they may move on to work within the development phases on the left-hand side of the V, on a new program, or even to a new business unit to lead a requirements development effort or contribute to an architectural design. As the engineer takes on new assignments, the experience aids in the development and broadening of their domain knowledge in areas such as cyber, radar or lasers. One of the keys to a person’s technical breadth is to have experiences in all phases of the V and if possible, to follow a single program from start to finish, i.e., through all phases of the V.

Career growth, no matter the path, is not a static endeavor and no one size fits all. An engineer desiring experience at different points along the V can attain this experience by working on different programs at different times and at different levels of support. Although it takes time to attain a level of experience in all areas, each assignment offers new challenges, opportunities for growth, and its own rewards.

*Nora Tgavalekos, Ph.D.*

---

**AS THE ENGINEER TAKES ON NEW ASSIGNMENTS, THE EXPERIENCE AIDS IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND BROADENING OF THEIR DOMAIN KNOWLEDGE IN AREAS SUCH AS CYBER, RADAR OR LASERS.**
On Veterans Day 2014, Raytheon Veterans (RAYVETS) became the ninth Employee Resource Group (ERG) within Raytheon. The RAYVETS vision is to be a best-in-class global employee network, operating as a strategic business partner and fostering employee success in an inclusive, engaged culture. RAYVETS mission includes energizing employees to support business objectives, growth and innovation across the company; attracting, retaining, and developing employees; and sustaining community connections.

COLLABORATION
Raytheon ERGs create many opportunities for collaboration with other ERGs and the community. RAYVETS has nurtured an alliance with Raytheon Persons with DisAbilities (RPDA) (renamed in 2016 to the Raytheon Alliance for Diverse Abilities [RADA]) in seeking jointly sponsored projects and events which will benefit group members across the company. For instance, recently, RDPA South reached out to RAYVETS to assist with the Disability Awareness Seminar held at the University of Texas in Dallas. In addition to donation towards the cost of the event, several RAYVETS members attended and supported the event. The purpose of the seminar was to educate students and local businesses on the advantages and challenges of employing individuals with disabilities. Speakers included Emanuel Brady and Gary Lamont from Raytheon as well as members of the Student Veterans Association, with which RAYVETS maintains close collaboration.

Another example of partnerships was when RAYVETS East partnered with Raytheon Black Employees Network (RAYBEN) and Strayer University Alumni in the Susan G. Komen Race for the Cure event. RAYVETS Northeast supported the Hispanic Organization for Leadership Advancement (HOLA) Northeast golf tournament, assisting with setup and execution of the annual event that raised more than $10,000 for local charitable veteran’s organizations. RAYVETS Northeast chapter also provided the key note speaker for the Raytheon Global Business Services (GBS) IT team-building building cookout to discuss RAYVETS and the importance of company collaboration. Between the GBS-IT raffle and donations, this event raised $4,000 for the Wounded Warrior Project®.

EMPLOYEE INVOLVEMENT
RAYVETS membership includes both veterans and civilian employees who are passionate about serving Raytheon’s customer, the warfighter. At the time RAYVETS was becoming an ERG, a corporatewide transformation was underway for all Raytheon ERGs to expand Global Growth and innovation; enabling and aligning the ERGs to better support business objectives. This new focus also stimulated and promoted partnering and collaboration among the different ERGs, strengthening their capabilities and providing a broader resource to enterprise and business leaders. Through the transformation, RAYVETS’ reach has increased significantly from what was once predominately a grassroots effort, largely concentrated on the East Coast. At its creation as an ERG in 2014, RAYVETS had just slightly more than 700 members — and today that number exceeds 3,000 members across the company.

Our warfighters are the next generation of veterans. RAYVETS acts as the consistent and coherent source of support within Raytheon for veterans and currently active employees, and their families. It
promotes the veteran’s identity within the company and fosters a community to share information — increasing the awareness of both issues and opportunities influencing veteran’s lives. RAYVETS proactively collaborates with, and supports the missions of all Raytheon ERGs in creating and leveraging a common approach and process for efficiency in activities.

GLOBAL GROWTH
While RAYVETS supports all four pillars of ERG activity (recruitment, retention, employee development and community outreach), the group’s key discriminator is in the ability to influence domestic and international business growth through the voice of the veteran. RAYVETS inclusive approach utilizes the institutional and product knowledge brought to Raytheon by its veteran population — an advantage to both products and services which also promotes Raytheon’s continuing leadership in diversity.

Members across the company are actively engaged in developing the Veteran Workforce Management database to keep veteran’s unique capabilities available to support global business growth. Used by the Business Development community, the database allows strategic positioning of subject matter experts, knowledgeable from an operator vantage point, to participate across all phases of a program — business development, capture, execution and sustainment.

RAYVETS supports both community outreach efforts and Raytheon’s commitment to the science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) programs. An example is the Boys and Girls Clubs of America (BGCA) where RAYVETS provides members
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Raytheon employees participate in the RED SHIRT FRIDAYS campaign, showing their support for Remember Everyone Deployed (RED).
to assist with the set up and operation of five pilot STEM centers at BGCA locations serving families stationed at American military bases.

The group also plays a key role in Memorial Day and Veterans Day activities, coordinating companywide memorials, arranging for speakers and setting up meals to honor veterans working at Raytheon — providing consistency across the country in message and celebration. RAYVETS is specifically tasked to work with company leaders in providing manpower and support to the Wounded Warrior Project, the Student Veterans of America and the American Corporate Partners. Raytheon’s Operation Phoenix has formed an alliance with RAYVETS to assist in transitioning veterans from military life into civilian life as part of recruitment within Raytheon.

Raytheon’s annual “Week of Service” event encourages employee participation, across all Raytheon businesses, in local events that support Raytheon’s commitment to the armed services. In 2015 RAYVETS South kicked off a RED (Remember Everyone Deployed) Fridays campaign that was so successful, within six months it was chosen for the grand finale of the Week of Service global activities.

**INNOVATION**

The annual Raytheon Innovation challenge is an interactive opportunity for employees to develop innovative technology ideas. It is a forum to nurture novel solutions to emerging technological needs across a broad range of topics. RAYVETS Northeast members with current military operational experience from each of the branches attend these conferences and engage directly with the innovators to help bridge the gap between idea and operational fit. It is critical for innovators to work directly with those having expert operational perspective in order to ensure customer vetting of innovative ideas and concepts early on and to provide the most relevant technologies to those that support and defend our country.

RAYVETS Northeast recently partnered with Raytheon’s Advanced Technology and Innovation Supply Chain in sponsoring a table at the NDIA (National Defense Industrial Association) New England
Chapter’s Natick Soldier Research, Development and Engineering Center (NSRDEC) Industry Day. The event provided direct interaction with NSRDEC and U.S. Army Research and Development and Engineering Command (RDECOM) customers, stimulating research and development as well as new business opportunities. It also provided an environment to interact with New England universities and small businesses for potential new partnerships. Ultimately, this activity led directly to multiple new veteran owned small business collaborative relationships and partnerships with IDS Innovation Supply Chain and the Advanced Technology business area.

Finally, RAYVETS has had a number of opportunities to innovate internal Raytheon processes and projects. A recent example is when the group was called upon to assist with a substance abuse reporting program for international Raytheon employees. The cross-business team responsible for the activity was aware of a similar U.S. Army program called the “Army Substance Abuse Program” (ASAP), but was unable to find additional details on its implementation. RAYVETS was able to quickly identify a group of Raytheon personnel across the company who had participated in the program including individuals who were in charge of administering tests; others who had participated in the testing process; and some who commanded units responsible for testing schedules and selection criteria. The feedback from this group provided valuable insight which could be used in creating Raytheon’s international program.

More than half of RAYVETS members are prior active duty military, providing a pool of expertise that understands the needs of the warfighter and how Raytheon products and services can best support them. RAYVETS commitment to increasing the visibility and contributions of Raytheon veterans reinforces the company’s goal of being the veteran’s employer of choice; boosts both employee recruitment and retention; and optimizes Competitive Advantage as the warfighter’s preferred solution.

Anne Wavra
Wally Massenburg
At Raytheon, we encourage people to work on technological challenges that keep America strong and develop innovative commercial products. Part of that process is identifying and protecting our intellectual property (IP). Once again, the U.S. Patent Office has recognized our engineers and technologists for their contributions in their fields of interest. We congratulate our inventors who were awarded patents from January through December 2015.
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Range-resolved vibration using large time-bandwidth product LADAR waveforms
8947647 United States of America

**IAN S. ROBINSON, BRADLEY A. FLANDERS**
Optimized orthoromal system and method for reducing dimensionality of hyperspectral images
8948540 United States of America

**CHRISTOPHER J. GRAHAM, MATTHEW R. YEAGER, JOHN A. WHEELER**
Unmanned vehicle route management system
8948932 United States of America
2702426 Canada

**JAMES KENDALL VILLARREAL, RICHARD D. LOEHR**
Electrically operated propellants
8950329 United States of America

**WARD D. LYMAN, FREDERICK B. KOELHER, TERRY M. SANDERSON**
Robotic grabber and method of use
8950795 United States of America

**MICHAEL R. BEYLO, DANIEL R. BRUNS, BRADLEY O. HANSEN, LLOYD COX**
High-frequency, high-speed precision digital bi-phase modulator and method for bi-phase modulation
8952764 United States of America

**MARC BERTE, DARIN S. WILLIAMS, KENT P. PFLIBSEN**
Multi-plenoptic system with image stacking and modulator and method for bi-phase modulation
8953012 United States of America

**STEVEN J. ELDER**
Horizon scanning system for a rotary wing aircraft including sensors housed within a tubercle on a rotor blade
8960593 United States of America

**THOMAS A. HANFT, MONTE R. SANCHEZ, DOUGLAS R. GENTRY, S. RAJENDRAN, SUSAN M. ESHELMAN**
Heterogeneous chip integration with low loss interconnection through adaptive patterning
8963313 United States of America
1502718 Taiwan

**NICHOLAS J. KOLIAS, FRANCOIS Y. COLOMB, JAMES J. CHEN**
Microstrip transmission line/coplanar waveguide (CPW) transistor structure
8963658 United States of America

**BRADLEY G. PORTER, BRANDON K. MUI, C. LEONARD LEONARD BENNETT, YUEH-CHI CHANG, GREGORY M. FAGERLUND, THOMAS V. SIKINA**
Conformal hybrid EO/RF aperture
8963789 United States of America

**KENNETH W. BROWN**
Universal microwave waveguide joint and mechanically steerable microwave transmitter
8963790 United States of America

**LACY G. COOK, MARK T. BUSCH, IAN S. ROBINSON**
Self-correcting adaptive long-stare electro-optical system
8964047 United States of America

**CHET L. RICHARDS**
Adaptive multispectral imaging
8964182 United States of America

**EDWARD H. CAMPBELL**
Smart-store emulation unit
8967032 United States of America

**WARD G. FILLMORE, WILLIAM J. DAVIS**
Laminated transferable interconnect for microelectronic package
8969176 United States of America

**DOUGLAS B. TYLER, SAMUEL S. BLACKMAN, CATHERINE PICKLE**
Systems and methods for tracking targets by a through-the-wall radar using multiple hypothesis tracking
8970429 United States of America

**MICHAEL HAMPTON, DUONG NGUYEN, ANTHONY M. JANOSO**
System and method for sensor tracking
8972306 United States of America

**CODY B. MOODY**
Hermetically sealed wafer packages
8975105 United States of America
2538436 France
602012006094.8 Germany
2538436 United Kingdom

**JAYSON KAHALE BOPP, SARAH L. PALMER**
Mounted computer
2946194 United States of America

**BRADLEY M. BIGGS, TIM B. BONBRAKE, NICOLE M. QUACKENBUSH**
Intermediate voltage arming
8928333 United States of America

**SCOTT T. JOHNSON, ROHIN SAUER, EDBERTO R. GARCIA**
Scaleable parallel flow micro-channel heat exchanger and method for manufacturing same
8925623 United States of America

**DARREN E. ATKINSON, SCOTT A. AVENT**
Calibration measurements for network analyzers
8928333 United States of America

**SHAWN M. ERVING**
Leadless chip carrier thermal adapter for dewar packaging
8941067 United States of America

**JORGE L. GUTIERREZ**
Semi-active laser (SAL) beacon
8941069 United States of America

**EDWARD P. SMITH, JUSTIN GORDON ADAMS WEHNER**
Photodetector with surface plasmon resonance
8941069 United States of America

**AARON HELSINGER, ROBERT BOBROW, MICHAEL WALCZAK**
Volumetric image motion-based visualization
8941680 United States of America

**CHRIS E. GESWENDER**
Low cost, high strength electronics module for airborne object
8942005 United States of America

**PAUL B. HAFELI, MICHAEL VARGAS, AARON J. STEIN, ELI HOLZMAN**
Method for gold removal from electronic components
8943662 United States of America

**PAUL B. HAFELI, MICHAEL VARGAS, AARON J. STEIN, ELI HOLZMAN**
Method and system for predicting energy on target
8957811 United States of America
2013297107 Australia
MARK E. ELKANICK, DORON STRASSMAN
Integrated propulsion and attitude control system from a common pressure vessel for an interceptor
8975565 United States of America

ROBERT W. VON MAYR, THOMAS ANDREW BLACK, DAVID J. REYES, JOHN WILLEM, ERIK A. FJERSTAD
Fin buzz system and method for assisting in unlocking a missile fin lock mechanism
8975656 United States of America

EMILY WANG, RICK MCKERRACHER, TONY M. PONSFOURD, REZA DIZAJ
Identification and removal of a false detection in a radar system
8976059 United States of America

SAM M. DANIEL, KEVIN R. ALBRECHT, RAJESH KULKARNI, MICHAEL C. BROWN, DAVID G. MANZI, PRANAV PATEL
Polynomial phases for multi-carrier modulation schemes with time domain windowing
8976878 United States of America

ALBERT EZEKIEL, JOHAN ENMANUEL GONZALES
Reduction of CFAR false alarms via classification and segmentation of SAR image clutter
8977062 United States of America

DAVID M. FILGAS
Glass core planar waveguide laser amplifier
8977097 United States of America

FRED G. THOOROT, STEPHEN P. JOHNSON, RUSSELL W. BOFF, DOUGLAS CARROLL, JOANNE E. WOOD, JAMAL R. HAMISHI
Apparatus and method for controlling an unmanned vehicle
8977410 United States of America

KAISER SIDDIIQI
Methods and apparatus for beacon code changes in an air traffic control system
8977483 United States of America

JASON S. NADEAU, THOMAS FARLEY, CHARLES B. BRADLEY II
Service oriented secure collaborative system for compartmented networks
8978124 United States of America

BUU DIEP, STEPHEN H. BLACK
Fabrication of window cavity cap structures in wafer level packaging
8980676 United States of America

ZHAOYANG C. WANG, MICHAEL A. GRITZ, STEVEN M. LARDIZABAL
Loss-less frequency dependent dicer-switched radiometer
8981794 United States of America
150487 Taiwan

PATRICIA S. DUPUIS, JOSEPH LICCIARDELLO, JOSEPH M. CROWDER, ANGELO M. PUZELLA, MICHAEL C. FALLICA, JOHN B. FRANCIS
Radio frequency interconnect circuits and techniques
8981869 United States of America

CHET L. RICHARDS
Structure discovery in a point cloud
8982118 United States of America

MICKY HARRIS, WASIM H. KHALED
Low power static random access memory
8982610 United States of America

JOHN P. GIANVITTO, FREDERICK A. DOMINSKI, JASON G. MILNE
RF puck
8982931 United States of America

DAVID A. ROCKWELL
Multi-function beam delivery fibers and related system and method
8983259 United States of America

PAUL M. INGRAM JR., PAUL D. SHOCKLEE, JOHN J. COOGAN, JOSEPH C. LANDRY
Remote identification of non-lambertian materials
8983797 United States of America

JEAN E. GREENAWALT, JOHN T. MOON
Query builder system for resource description framework based knowledge stores
8984002 United States of America

DAVID C. ROBILLARD, JOSEPH D. WAGOVICH
Data filter
8984205 United States of America

SHANNON V. DAVIDSON, ANTHONY RICHOUX
System and method for topology-aware job scheduling and backfilling in an HPC environment
8984525 United States of America
265893 India

TIMOTHY J. IMHOLT, ALEXANDER F. ST. CLAIRE, GARY A. FRAZIER
Energy conversion device
8987578 United States of America

WILLIAM J. DAVIS, DAVID H. ALTMAN
Method for creating a selective solder seal interface for an integrated circuit cooling system
8987892 United States of America

THOMAS T. LEISE, DOMINGO CRUZ-PAGAN
Dual monopulse/interferometer radar AESA aperture
8988277 United States of America

RAYMOND A. ROBERGE
Antenna sidelobe reduction using phase only control
8988279 United States of America

RYAN WILLIAM CARLEY, TIMOTHY R. HEBERT, JOSEPH A. FRASSA, MICHAEL L. MCFEETERS
Remote antenna deployment latch
8988307 United States of America

BRENT L. SINSEY, BRYAN HAWK, ROBERT FRANCIS, JIM A. MCLINTOSH
Laser range finding
8988663 United States of America

STAN SZAPIEL
Optical sighting device
8988773 United States of America

DAVID J. KNAPP
Electrical weapon system
8991085 United States of America

BRUCE E. MORGAN, DORON STRASSMAN, GEOFFREY W. FROST, CHRIS E. GESWENDER, PAUL VESTY
Rolling vehicle having collar with passively controlled ailerons
8993948 United States of America

VERNON R. GOODMAN
Method and apparatus for detecting minimum post spacing in imaging applications
8994818 United States of America

ROBERT J. BENNETT, FREDERICK W. KINGDON
Integrated optical detection system
8994819 United States of America

DAVID A. KLUVER SR., WALTER W. NORMAN, DAVID E. NORMAN
Beam steering element feed forward command aiding architecture
8994836 United States of America

DAVID U. FLUCKIGER
Sidelobe information suppression via antenna mode modulation
8995474 United States of America

IAN S. ROBINSON, BRADLEY A. FLANDERS, ANTHONY SOMMEESE
Sparse reduced (spare) filter
8995722 United States of America

DAVID A. SHARP, JAMES R. STURGES, MICHAEL A. GONZALES, GREGORY S. ROSCHE, JOSEPH RICCI, PATRICK M. BROGAN, ARTHUR PEDRO
Sonar systems and sonar methods that use a tow body having a towed acoustic projector for which an orientation can be changed while being towed
9001623 United States of America

ROBERT F. STIFFLER, THOMAS H. ALFORD, DAVID M. FILGAS, MICHAEL S. LACKEY, DAVID M. SHARP, JAMES R. STURGES, WADE A. KUNKEL, JUNSON C. WU, WESLEY S. DAVIS, JEREMY J. BATES, RAY THEON TECHNOLOGY TODAY 2017 ISSUE 1 53
JAMES BALLEW, GARY R. EARLY
High performance computing (HPC) node having a plurality of switch coupled processors
9037833 United States of America

FRASER M. SMITH
Hull robot with hull separation countermeasures
9038557 United States of America

GREGORY E. LONGERICH, EMERALD J. ADAIR III, RICHARD J. WRIGHT, WILLIAM RICHARD OWENS, DAVID C. ROBILLARD, PERRY H. FRAHM
Variable length light shield for an electro-optical sensor within a nose cone
9039210 United States of America

JIYUN C. IMHOLT, MARY K. HERDON, VINCENT B. TUCCI, RANDAL W. TUSTISON
Electrospun fiber preconcentrator
9039969 United States of America

MICHAEL Y. JIN
SAR autofocus for ground penetration radar
9041585 United States of America

GILBERT C. MAXEY, KURT K. TARHAN
Vectorization approach to isolating local maxima in an n-dimensional dataset
9041586 United States of America

ROBERT E. CRISLER
Non-Doppler-tolerant pulse compression in radar systems
9041598 United States of America

JOEL C. ROPER, JAMES D. HILL, KEVIN W. OMMODT
Method and apparatus for doubling the capacity of a lens-based switched beam antenna system
9041603 United States of America

GORDON R. SCOTT
RF aperture coldplate
9041614 United States of America

JEFFREY M. GUILD, JOHN F. SILNY
Energy target system
9042694 United States of America

MACIEJ D. MAKOWSKI, WILLIAM J. MINISCALCO, STEPHEN D. NORDEL, GARY D. COLEMAN
Laser relay for free space optical communications
9042734 United States of America

BRANDON W. BLACKBURN, DAVID CHICHERSTER
Method and apparatus to monitor a beam of ionizing radiation
9046619 United States of America

CHRISTIAN KELLBERG
Deployable flat panel array
9048530 United States of America

JOE A. ORTIZ
Bidirectional motor driver low voltage power supply (LVPS)
9048720 United States of America

WILLIAM TETTEH, CHRISTOPHE MERLIN
System and method for packet transmission along shortest-path to multiple destinations
9049136 United States of America

GLENN COLVIN JR., FRASER M. SMITH, BRIAN MACLEAN
Autonomous hull inspection
9050128 United States of America

RICHARD E. NEESE, CHRISTOPHER R. ECK, GARY W. GLEASON
Waveform mapping technique and process for tracking and estimating evalution of semantic networks
9053432 United States of America

CHRISTOPHER HECHT, BRIAN A. ADAMS, JOHN A. WHEELER, MATTHEW R. YEAGER
Unmanned vehicle simulation system
9053638 United States of America

JARED JORDAN, KELLY RYIAN STEWART, BENJAMIN L. CANNON, CLIFFORD E. BLANTON
Coaxial-to-stripline and stripline-to-stripline transitions including a shortened center via
9054403 United States of America

DAVID FINK
Point-ahead laser pointer-tracker systems with wavefront correction in both transmit and receive directions
9057604 United States of America

MAURICE J. HALMOS
Bistatic synthetic aperture ladar system
9057605 United States of America

MARK R. SKIDMORE, JOHN F. SILNY
Position determination using local time difference
9057774 United States of America

JAMES R. SACKETT
Random number generator for generating truly random numbers
9058228 United States of America

FRASER M. SMITH
Hull robot for autonomously detecting cleanliness of a hull
9061736 United States of America

GEORGE D. HAMMACK
Method for de-interleaving received radar pulses using dynamically updated weights
9063210 United States of America

IAN S. ROBINSON, BRADLEY A. FLANDERS
System and method for residual analysis of images
9064308 United States of America

MARY K HERDON, CHAE DEOK LEE, RALPH KORENSTEIN
Betavoltaic battery with diamond moderator and related system and method
9064610 United States of America

DALE R. FLOWERS
Impaired carrier coding
9065625 United States of America

PETER GUASTAFERRO, DANIEL CUNNINGHAM
GSM channel tracking
9066270 United States of America

JOHN CARCONE, DOMENIC F. NAPOLITANO
Unmanned underwater vehicle launcher
9067648 United States of America

ROBERT W. MORGAN, MICHAEL A. LEAL, ADAM D. NICHOLL, ERIC J. BORG
Air vehicle with bilateral steering thrusters
9068808 United States of America

STEPHEN J. SCHILLER, JOHN F. SILNY
Method and system for vicarious spatial characterization of a remote image sensor
9068896 United States of America

RICHARD BARNES
Statistical inspection systems and methods for components and component relationships
9069963 United States of America

THOMAS V. SIKINA, JEFFREY C. UPTON, JACK J. SCHUSS, KAICHIANG CHANG
Methods and apparatus for volumetric coverage with image beam super-elements
9070964 United States of America

JAYOUNG NAM, BRUCE A. JENSEN, BRIAN A. GUNN
High-resolution link-path delay estimator and method for estimating a signal-path delay
9071234 United States of America

BILLY D. ABLES, JAMES R. CHOW, ALBERTO F. VISCARRA, KEVIN C. ROLSTON, KURT S. KETOLA, KURT J. KRAUSE, ROHN SAUER, DAVID T. WINSLOW
Process for fabricating a three dimensional molded feed structure
9072164 United States of America

ROLAND GOOCH, BUU DIEP
Disposable bond gap control structures
9073298 United States of America
5823252 Japan
4845999 Taiwan

JOHN TERENCE JACOBS
Apparatus and method for retrieving unmanned aerial vehicles
9073645 United States of America

JAMES R. CHOW, CARL W. TOWNSEND
Methods of etching carbon nanotube sheet material for electrical circuit and thin film thermal structure applications
9074295 United States of America

DYLAN FOSTER BIXBY, JOHN F. BUGGE
Actuation system and method for missile container doors
9074841 United States of America

PAUL A. MEREMS
Umbilical cable disconnect
9074842 United States of America
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CHARLES B. BRADLEY II
Authorized data access based on the rights of a user and a location
9081982 United States of America
2012201489 Australia
2490217 United Kingdom

PAUL MATTHEW ALCORN, ADRIAN WILLIAMS
Monolithic integrated circuit (MMIC) structure and method for forming such structure
9082722 United States of America

JAMES P. DUMAIS, MICHAEL E. YEOMANS, DAVID UPTON, MARC S. WALD, JACK LEE
Phase lock loop with tracking filter for attenuating spurious signals of a swept local oscillator
9083351 United States of America

FRANKLIN TANNER
System for correcting RPC camera model pointing errors using 2 sets of stereo image pairs and probabilistic 3-dimensional model
9083961 United States of America

JAMES R. CHOW, BRUCE HIRANO, DAVID M. LA KOMSKI
Carbon nanotube blackbody film for compact, lightweight, and on-demand infrared calibration
9086327 United States of America

STEPHEN M. SPARAGNA, JACK J. SCHUSS
Method and apparatus for rejecting intermodulation products
9086476 United States of America

MICHAEL R. JOHNSON, JONATHON P. SMITH, BRUCE E. PEOPLES
Categorizing concept types of a conceptual graph
9087293 United States of America

ADAM M. KENNEDY, FRANK B. JAWORSKI, MICHAEL D. JACK, JAMES F. ASBROCK
Methods and apparatus for 3D UV imaging
9091748 United States of America

TARA L. TRUMBULL, STEVEN J. MANSON
Image recognition system and method for identifying similarities in different images
9092167 United States of America

COLIN R. GREENLAW, HERBERT L. RESNICK
System and method for connecting user actions on a touchscreen electronic flight strip system
9092748 United States of America

JAMES J. RICHARDSON
Non-kinematic behavioral mapping
9092985 United States of America

ROLAND GOOCH, ADAM M. KENNEDY, BUU DIEP, STEPHEN H. BLACK, THOMAS ALLAN KOCIAN
Wafer level package solder barrier used as vacuum getter
9093444 United States of America

DARIN S. WILLIAMS
Address mapped repartitioned digital pixel
9094628 United States of America

FRANK A. BIRDSONG JR., JOHN G. BENKERT
Airship docking station
9096332 United States of America

ANNE-MARIE BUIBISH, NOEL E. JOHNSON
Applique providing a secure deployment environment (SDE) for a wireless communications device
9098696 United States of America

IAN S. ROBINSON, BRADLEY A. FLANDERS
Rapid detection
9098772 United States of America

JOHN H. VANPATTEN, WILLIAM H. DAVIS
Method and system to analyze interference susceptibility of a radio receiver design
9100122 United States of America

SEAN P. KILCOYNE, JOHN L. VAMPOLA, WILLIAM H. FRYE
Image device having a plurality of detectors in a time delay and integration (TDI) configuration associated with a one-dimensional position sensor
9100545 United States of America

CHARLES E. SIMILA
Ergonomic armrests for use with hotplate
9100991 United States of America

CRAIG L. WITTMAN, RICHARD AMES
Penetrating warhead and method
9103636 United States of America

ENRIQUE A. SANTIAGO, RAYMOND SAMANIEGO, JOEL K. MCWILLIAMS, MARK YEARLY, JOHAN ENMANUEL GONZALEZ, THEAGENIS J. ABATZOGLOU
Enhanced radar range resolution
9103918 United States of America

CHRISTOPHER J. STEIN, LANCE T. BROWN, PHIL C. WHITE
Three-point focus spacer and Wishbone retention
9103947 United States of America

STEPHEN H. BLACK, THOMAS ALLAN KOCIAN, BUU DIEP, ROLAND GOOCH, ADAM M. KENNEDY
Method of forming deposited patterns on a surface
9105800 United States of America

BYRON E. SHORT JR., GARY A. CLAYTON, BRUCE CHARLES FITZ-PATRICK
Electronics enclosures with high thermal performance and related system
9107293 United States of America

WILLIAM L. CAGLE, JEREMY BART BALDWIN
Dummy structure for visual aid in printed wiring board and subassembly inspection
9107302 United States of America

KENN S. BATES, ROBERT L. PEIRCE
Portable programmable LADAR test target
9110154 United States of America

JONATHAN HABIF
Biphoton ranging with HOM interference
9110158 United States of America

JORDAN M. ALCOCK, MICHAEL A. BOLCHER, AARON P. BOOTH, JAMES H. COYLE
System and method for forming deposited patterns on a surface
9110154 United States of America
MARK A. OWENS, BRUCE R. WOOLLARD
Terrain aided navigation using multi-channel monopulse radar imaging
9110170 United States of America

LACY G. COOK
Full-field GEO imager optics with extended spectral coverage
9110276 United States of America

VITALIY M. KAGANOVICH
Video and LIDAR target detection and tracking system and method for segmenting moving targets
9114444 United States of America

HOWARD C. CHOE, JAMES A. PRUETT, BYRON E SHORT JR.
Fuel cell system and method
9112199 United States of America

CLINTON O. HOLTER, TERRY C. CISCO
Transmission line phase shifter
9112254 United States of America

WAID A. PAINE, JOHN BEDINGER, MICHAEL A. MOORE
Radome film
9112275 United States of America

BRIG ELLIOTT
Method, apparatus and program for providing user-selected alerting signals in telecommunications devices
9112997 United States of America

TRENT A. JACOBS
Method and apparatus for gain and level correction of multi-tap CCD cameras
9113026 United States of America

DANIEL CHASMAN, STEPHEN D. HAITZ, JAMES KENDALL VILLARREAL
Slotted multi-nozzle grid with integrated cooling channels
9115666 United States of America

MICHAEL A. LEAL, MICHAEL S. ALKEMA, ROBERT T. MOORE, ANDREW B. FACCIANO, DANIEL CHASMAN
Integral injection thrust vector control with booster attitude control system
9115964 United States of America

ROBERT W. BYREN, VLADIMIR V. SHKUNOV
Sensor including dielectric metamaterial microarray
9116039 United States of America

JOSEPH R. ELLSWORTH, JEFFREY PAQUETTE, MICHAEL P. MARTINEZ, SCOTT R. CHEYNE, CRAIG H. MCCORDIC
Modular architecture for scalable phased array radars
9116222 United States of America

JOE A. ORTIZ
High voltage wide bandwidth amplifier
9118280 United States of America

VERNON R. GOODMAN, REBEKAH MONTGOMERY
Methods and apparatuses for image enhancement
9118872 United States of America

JEFFREY C. EDWARDS
Aerial vehicle with combustible time-delay fuse
9121668 United States of America

KURT J. WUEST, DAVID DRAKE, JAMES P. NORMOYLE, ROBERT W. MORGAN
Air vehicle with control surfaces and vectored thrust
9121680 United States of America

LACY G. COOK
Four-axis gimbaled airborne sensor having a second coelostat mirror to rotate about a third axis substantially perpendicular to both first and second axes
9121758 United States of America

JOHN J. ANAGNOST, ANDREW L. BULLARD
Hung mass accelerometer with differential eddy current sensing
9121865 United States of America

WILLIAM J. COTTRELL
Optical interconnect for rolling slip rings
9122017 United States of America

RONALD G. HEGG
Compact internal field of view switch and pupil relay
9122039 United States of America

BRADLEY A. FLANDERS, IAN S. ROBINSON
Basis vector spectral image compression
9123091 United States of America

KATIE I. SCOTT, PATRICIA S. DUPUIS, ANGELO M. PUZELLA, TUNGLIN L. TSAI, DONALD A. BOZZA, JOHN B. FRANCIS
Scalable, analog monopulse network
9124361 United States of America

ROBERT W. BYREN
Foveated imaging system and method
9124808 United States of America

EDGAR R. MELKERS
Remote actuation system for a human/machine interface
9126692 United States of America

NICHOLAS I. SAPANKEVYCH, JUAN E. SANDOVAL, SARA R. LEMLEY
Path determination using elevation data
9127948 United States of America

THOMAS G. LAVEDAS
Protection system for radio frequency communications
9129200 United States of America

CARL TENENBAUM, JEFFREY SAUNDERS, ANDREW MICHAEL WILDS, JULIE N. STRICKLAND
Apparatus for monitoring the condition of an operator and related system and method
9129500 United States of America

ROBERT S. ISOM, JUSTIN KASEMODEL
Symmetric baluns and isolation techniques
9130252 United States of America

JOHN MAGNANI, ALAN PALEVSKY
Dual linear and circularly polarized patch radiator
9130278 United States of America

TERESA R. BIEDA, ALAN T. HUCH, JASON E. OSTERMANN, SHELLI J. RICHARD, RICHARD J. ERNST, MATTHEW J. HICKS
Validating network communications
9130937 United States of America

ROLAND GOCCHO, BUU DIEP, THOMAS ALLAN KOCIAN
Reducing formation of oxide on solder
9132496 United States of America

JAMES A. PRUETT
Countermeasure system and method for defeating incoming projectiles
9134098 United States of America

MARK A. MILLER, JON WADA
System and method for classifying data dump data
9135323 United States of America

MARK B. HANNA, JAMES A. CARR
Dual stripline tile circulator utilizing thick film post-fired substrate stacking
9136572 United States of America

DONALD N. MCDUFFEE, ALFRED SORVINO
Anti-rotation isolator
9140278 United States of America

FLORIAN P. LUKOWSKI JR.
Adhesively-bonded structural composite joint utilizing shoulder-centered sleeves
9140283 United States of America

GARY F. WAHLQUIST, HERMAN B. VAN REES, TIMOTHY J. IMHOLT, CHARLES L. HORVATH
Method and apparatus for armor having integrated battery power
9140523 United States of America

IAN S. ROBINSON, JOHN D. BLOOMER
Configurable combination spectrometer and imager
9140605 United States of America

FRANCIS J. MORRIS, PREMJEET CHAHAL
Hermetic packaging of integrated circuit components having a capacitor for transfer of electrical signals
9142429 United States of America

KENNETH GERBER, AARON M. RAMIREZ, SCOTT S. MILLER, JONATHAN GETTY
Focal plane array packaging using isostatic pressure processing
9142694 United States of America

THOMAS P. MCCREERY, TERRY M. SANDERSON, FREDERICK B. KOEHLER
Friction damping mechanism for damped beams and other structures
9145702 United States of America
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MICHAEL SIMMS, JOHN WAGNER, RYAN SALSAMENDI
Secure cloud hypervisor monitor
9146767 United States of America

ANTHONY SOMMESE, BRADLEY A. FLANDERS, IAN S. ROBINSON
Post compression detection (pocode)
9147126 United States of America

ALEKSEY NOGIN
System and method for asynchronous explanation and propagation-based constraint solving
917160 United States of America

IAN S. ROBINSON
System and method for rapid cluster analysis of hyperspectral images
9147265 United States of America

JEFFREY SAUNDERS
Monolithic InGan solar cell power generation with integrated efficient GAN switching dc-dc voltage converter
9147701 United States of America

GARY M. GRACEFFO
Mode hopping spread spectrum modulation
9148195 United States of America

JOHN BURGESS, SUBRAMANIAN RAMANATHAN, JASON REDI, DANIEL COFFIN, WILLIAM TETTEH, RYAN IRWIN, GENTIAN JAKLLARI
Distributed assignment of frequency channels to transceivers over dynamic spectrum
9148885 United States of America

IAN S. ROBINSON
Display system using a pair of polarized sources with a 3-D display mode and two 2-D display modes
9151958 United States of America

JEFFREY SAUNDERS, MICHAEL G. ADLERSTEIN
Distributed power conditioning with dc-dc converters implemented in heterogeneous integrated circuit
9154045 United States of America

JOHN BURGESS, SUBRAMANIAN RAMANATHAN, JASON REDI, DANIEL COFFIN, WILLIAM TETTEH, RYAN IRWIN, GENTIAN JAKLLARI
Distributed assignment of frequency channels to transceivers over dynamic spectrum
9148885 United States of America

ANTHONY KOPA, MATTHEW A. MORTON, JONATHAN COMEAU
Linear sampler
9154173 United States of America

BRENT E. HENRY
Replaying events collected from a client computer
9154865 United States of America

MARTIN S. DENHAM
Infrared thermal imaging system and method
9154711 United States of America

CHRISTIAN M. BOEMLER, MARTIN S. DENHAM
Repartitioned digital pixel
9154713 United States of America

MATTHEW JONAS
Aperture cleaning system and methods of use
9156066 United States of America

CHAE DEOK LEE
Method for fabricating carbon allotropes
9156695 United States of America

MICHAEL S. BIELAS
Simulator for simulating the operation of a fiber optic gyroscope
9157741 United States of America

STEVEN L. KAUFMAN, JACK E. WHITE, KENNETH W. BROWN
Explosive material detection
9157852 United States of America

JIAN WANG, TONY M. PONSFORD, EMILY WANG
Knowledge aided detector
9157992 United States of America

JOSHUA EDMISON, DAVID MATTHEWS, ROBERT MARTZ
Distributed application execution in a heterogeneous processing system
9158584 United States of America

MICHAEL R. JOHNSON, BRUCE E. PEOPLES, MICHAEL M. SMITH
Determining query return referents for concept types in conceptual graphs
9158838 United States of America

EDGAR RAMON PEREZ-PIRIS, WILLIAM SHANE POWELL, WILLIAM R. SCHWEIKERT, RICARDO J. RODRIGUEZ, MICHAEL MIKURAK, YVETTE M. THORNTON, JOSEPH CUENCO
Science, technology, engineering and mathematics based cyber security education system
9159246 United States of America

JAMES A. PRUETT, LARRY C. BOWLING, BYRON E. SHORT JR., HOWARD C. CHOE
Systems and methods providing a wearable power generator
9160022 United States of America

JOEL C. ROPER
Antenna system having guart array and associated techniques
9160072 United States of America

TIMOTHY D. AUST
Broadband power amplifier having high efficiency
9160289 United States of America

MICHAEL O. TIERNEY, JOHN F. MASIYOWSKI, RAYMOND A. MAGON, ROBERT MARCHANT
Analog voice bridge
9160753 United States of America

SUBRAMANIAN RAMANATHAN, GREGORY TROXEL
Variable transluency no-sight routing for ad-hoc networks
9161290 United States of America

MICHAEL R. HALEY, ROY P. MCMAHON
Guidance section connector interface for advanced rocket launchers
9163901 United States of America

RIGEL QUINN WOODA-O’BRIEN
Field boresighting using holographic laser projection
9163901 United States of America

THOMAS SCOTT NICHOLS, HECTOR M. REYES JR.
Transmitting location information of a beacon
9164178 United States of America

RICHARD W. ELY
Video tracking with jitter, slewling, or zoom
9165361 United States of America

FRANK A. BIRDSONG JR., ANDREW KOWALEVICH
Non-reflective imaging using tilted image planes
9165963 United States of America

HOWARD K. LUU
Efficient high speed ADC interface design
9166611 United States of America

PAUL R. WORK, KENNETH V. MILLER
Adaptive radio communications systems and methods
9166630 United States of America

LACY G. COOK
Multiple access point laser communications terminal
9166686 United States of America

DARIN S. WILLIAMS, MARTIN S. DENHAM
Address mapped repartitioned digital pixel with sub-frame residual accumulation
9167180 United States of America

DARIN S. WILLIAMS
System and moving modulated target with unmodulated position references for characterization of imaging sensors
9167239 United States of America

SCOTT R. CHEYNE, DENNIS W. WERNER, JEFFREY PAQUETTE
Reverse wedgelock device
9167714 United States of America

JAYSON KAHLE BOPP
Circuit board and connector shielding apparatus
9167734 United States of America

KEITH A. KERN
Helical spline lock
9169955 United States of America

KIRK A. MILLER
Circuit board and connector shielding apparatus
9167734 United States of America

MARK TRYON, MARCUS A. TETER
Statistical movement analysis
9170106 United States of America
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JARED D. STALLINGS
HLA to XML conversion
9171067 United States of America

ANDREW KOWALEVICH
Methods and apparatus for image fusion
9171219 United States of America

JAYSON KAHLE BOPP, SARAH L. PALMER
Rugged hard drive
9171582 United States of America

KEITH G. KATO, DAVID D. CROUCH
Multiple input loop antenna
9172140 United States of America

JOHN B. FRANCIS, DONALD A. BOZZA,
ANGELO M. PUZELLA, JAMES A. ROBBINS
Transmit/receive daughter card with integral circulator
9172145 United States of America

CHRISTOPHER BALLARD,
BASHIRUL A. POLASH, EVERETT E. BAKER
Constant input current filter using high-frequency switching for power supplies and related system and method
9172304 United States of America

HOWARD S. NUSSBAUM
Flexible chip generator
9172359 United States of America

RANDALL S. BROOKS, LLOYD DEAN
Secure network portal
9172709 United States of America

CURTIS B. CARLSTEN, ERIK F. ITEM,
DANIEL B. MINARIK, MARK S. LANGELIER
Unmanned underwater vehicle
9174713 United States of America

ADAM M. KENNEDY, STEPHEN H. BLACK,
BUU DIEP, THOMAS ALLAN KOCIAN,
ROLAND GOOCH
Integrated bondline spacers for wafer level packaged circuit devices
9174836 United States of America

WILLIAM SULIGA, AARON FOULK,
THOMAS PEPIP, RICHARD PIRTE,
THEODORE VORINBROCK, MARK OLENDER,
MICHAEL A. TORENO
Seismic navigation
9175558 United States of America

JAMES BALLEW, SHANNON V. DAVIDSON,
ANTHONY RICHOUX
System and method for cluster management based on HPC architecture (HPC)
9178784 United States of America

WESLEY H. HUBBELL, JOHN L. ANDERSON
Intelligent communication mobile transponder
9179393 United States of America

FRASER M. SMITH
Hull cleaning robot
9180934 United States of America

JAMES A. NALASCO, MICHAEL A. TORENO,
THOMAS PEPIP, JOHN ISHIBASHI,
BENJAMIN DOLGIN, WILLIAM SULIGA
System and method for determining soil characteristics and drillstring instability during horizontal directional drilling
9181791 United States of America

JOHN D. BLOOMER, IAN S. ROBINSON
Imaging spectropolarimeter using orthogonal polarization pairs
9182283 United States of America

GEORGE J. GEIER, DAVID SENFFNER
Global positioning system (GPS) carrier phase cycle slip detection and correction
9182497 United States of America

RICHARD JOHNSON, SEAN SULLIVAN,
MICHAEL MOSTROM, DONALD SULLIVAN
Compact magnet design for high-power magnetrons
9184018 United States of America

VICTOR S. REINHARDT
Methods and apparatus for adaptive nonlinear coincident interference cancellation
9184775 United States of America

ADAM M. KENNEDY, BUU DIEP,
ROLAND GOOCH, STEPHEN H. BLACK,
THOMAS ALLAN KOCIAN
Integrated bondline spacers for wafer level packaged circuit devices
9187312 United States of America

MARK A. SCOTT, CHRIS E. GESWENDER,
JAMES D. STREETER
Separable sabot for launching payload
9188417 United States of America

RICHARD ANDERSON, KATHERINE JOHNSON,
ANDREW POMERANCE, KURT LIGHTNER
System and method for distribution free target detection in a dependent non-gaussian background
9188666 United States of America

JEFFREY WADSWORTH,
WILLIAM L. CHAPMAN, DONALD P. BRUYERE
Interferometric inverse synthetic aperture radar and method
9188670 United States of America

ANTHONY RICHOUX,
SHANNON V. DAVIDSON
System and method for topology-aware job scheduling and backfilling in an HPC environment
9189277 United States of America

SHANNON V. DAVIDSON,
ANTHONY RICHOUX
System and method for topology-aware job scheduling and backfilling in an HPC environment
9189278 United States of America

IAN S ROBINSON, ANTHONY SOMMESE,
BRADLEY A. FLANDERS
Kernel with iterative computation
9189704 United States of America

RICHARD H. BELANSKY,
CECIL VERGEL DE DIOS,
ANDREW R. ROLLINGER
Analog optical fiber-based signal distribution system and method
9191112 United States of America

ROBERT EGRI
System and method for transmitting a quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) waveform to a receiver
9191261 United States of America

ANDREW F. VARECKA, RICHARD J. WRIGHT,
PERRY H. FRAHM, DAVID C. ROBILLARD,
GREGORY E. LONGERICH,
EMERALD J. ADAIR III,
WILLIAM RICHARD OWENS
Method and apparatus for image stacking
9191587 United States of America

MICHAEL A. GRITZ, MARC C. BAUER,
RAFAEL HERNANDEZ
Methods and apparatus for device detection in response to signal broadcast
9191800 United States of America

BRIAN GAHAN, ALLEN L. KELLY,
WILLIAM C. STRAUSS, RICHARD GENTILMAN,
CHRISTOPHER K. SOLECKI,
DERRICK J. ROCKOSI
Fused silica body with vitreous silica inner layer, and method for making same
9193620 United States of America
I483909 Taiwan

JUSTIN D. SKARET, CONAN L. DAVIS
Projectile with AFT obturating device
9194677 United States of America

DENNIS E. NIESKOSKI, JACK J. SCHUSS,
WILLIAM KENNEDY, JAMA A. MOHAMED
Radar system using matched filter bank
9194947 United States Of America

GERALD L. BICKLE, SUSAN J. SILVER
Optimized SCA descriptors with run-time deployment additions
9195447 United States of America

STAN SZAPIEL
Systems and methods for digital correction of aberrations produced by tilted plane-parallel plates or optical wedges
9196020 United States of America

RICHARD W. ELY
False alarm rejection for boat detection candidates
9196044 United States Of America

THOMAS ALLAN KOCIAN,
ADAM M. KENNEDY, STEPHEN H. BLACK,
ROLAND GOOCH, BUU DIEP
Getter structure and method for forming such structure
9196556 United States of America

KENNETH W. BROWN, ANDREW W. CHANG,
DARIN M. GRITTER
Waveguide mechanical phase adjuster
9196940 United States of America
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TERRY C. CISCO, JASON G. MILNE, MARK S. HAUHE
Aerogel dielectric layer
9218989 United States of America

PAUL DUVAL, KAMAL TABATAABIE, WILLIAM J. DAVIS
Method for processing semiconductors using a combination of electron beam and optical lithography
9219000 United States of America

CARLOS R. COSTAS, DANIEL P. JONES, MILLAGE G. BURNSED
Geodesic lens antenna with azimuth and elevation beamforming
9219309 United States of America

ROBERT MARTZ, DAVID MATTHEWS, GREGORY VORSANGER, JOSHUA EDMISON
Detection of code injection attacks
9221709 United States of America

WASEEM NAQVI
Method and apparatus for object/material detection
9223045 United States of America

MICHAEL MILLSPAUGH, LUIS GIRALDO, MICHAEL BRENNAN, BRETT GOLSTEIN, ROBERT WALLACE, EDWARD DEZELICK, JOHN RYAN
Device and method for controlled breaching of reinforced concrete (controlled impact rescue tool for breaching concrete wall II)
2008229671 Australia
197403 Israel

WASEEM NAQVI
Kalman filtering with indirect noise measurements
9223007 United States of America

SHIV VITALADEVUNI, ROHIT PRASAD, PREMKUMAR NATARAJAN
Segmentation co-clustering
9224207 United States of America

DAVID MATTHEWS, ROBERT MARTZ
Synthetic processing diversity with multiple architectures within a homogeneous processing environment
9218483 United States of America

MAGNUS J. ROBERTS, STEPHEN SCHADLER, BRADY R. BICKEL, GABRIEL D. COMI, DAVID C. JAMES, JASON A. STAPH, ROBERT J. COLE, BRYAN D. GICK
Methods and apparatus for acoustic event detection
9218728 United States of America

MAGNUS J. ROBERTS, STEPHEN SCHADLER, BRADY R. BICKEL, GABRIEL D. COMI, DAVID C. JAMES, JASON A. STAPH, ROBERT J. COLE, BRYAN D. GICK
Line isolation of radio frequency devices
9226385 United States of America

JIAN WANG, ELI BROOKNER, ROBERT W. BOWNE, TONY M. HARRIS, YUCHOI F. LOK, OLIVER HUBBARD
System and method for social networking of aircraft
9208353 United States of America

WASEEM NAQVI
Kalman filtering with indirect noise measurements
9223007 United States of America

JONATHAN T. LONGLEY
Hull robot drive system
2010307302 Australia
ZL201080046112 China

LUIS GIRALDO, STEVEN COTTEN, AARON A. RENNER, LUKE MONTOYRA, MATT NESTER
Mine personnel carrier integrated information display
2011276735 Australia

GEORGE M. HUME JR., ROBERT C. EARL
Recovering distorted digital data
2011292416 Australia
10-1499505 South Korea/Republic of Korea

ZACHARY M. GAUBERT, LOREN W. RAPOPORT, THOMAS E. MILSON
Systems and methods for displaying computer-generated images on a head mounted device
2011305920 Australia

DAVID W. HOMES
Tool for deforming threads at a particular location on a fastener
2011307580 Australia
GB2498307 United Kingdom
YUEH-CHI CHANG, ANGELO M. PUZELLA, BRIAN D. LAMONT, MARIO DAMICO, NORVAL WARDLE, THOMAS SMITH
Extendable SPAR buoy for sea-based communication system
1848628  France
1848628  Germany
1848628  United Kingdom

WESLEY DWELLY, DENNIS BRAUNREITER, VINH ADAMS
Pseudo-orthogonal waveforms radar system, quadratic polyphase waveforms radar, and methods for locating targets
1880232  France
602006045314.0  Germany
502015000034116  Italy
1880232  Spain
1880232  United Kingdom

WILLIAM E. HOKE, JOHN MOSCA
 Gallium nitride high electron mobility transistor structure
1935025  France
1935025  Germany
1935025  United Kingdom

NELSON WALLACE, HANSFORD CUTLIP
 Scanning solar diffuser relative reflectance monitor
1963799  France
602006045930.0  Germany
1963799  United Kingdom

DAVID SUMIDA, HANS BRUESSELBACH, AUTHI NARAYANAN
Method for fabricating and using a light waveguide
2002295  France
2002295  Germany
2002295  United Kingdom

CHRIS E. GESWENDER
 Methods and apparatus for projectile data link system
2038603  France
2038603  Germany
2038603  United Kingdom

KENNETH A. NICOLAS, ALAN RATTRAY, DAVID D. CROUCH, DAVID J. CANICH
Power combining and energy radiating system and method
2093832  France
2093832  United Kingdom

CRAIG SEASLY, RAYMOND J. SPALL, RICHARD A. MCCLEAN JR., ROBERT T. MOORE, ANDREW B. FACCIANO
Detachable aerodynamic missile stabilizing system
2100089  France
2100089  Germany
2100089  United Kingdom

TERRY M. SANDERSON
 Structural material with piezoelectric material particles
2108121  France
2108121  Germany
2108121  United Kingdom

CHARLES K. ROGERS, ROY P. MCMAHON, BASEL Y. MAHMoud
Manual human interfaces to electronics
2129577  France
2129577  Germany
2129577  Sweden
2129577  United Kingdom

PATRIC M. MCGUIRE
Methods and apparatus for selecting a target from radar tracking data
2150836  France
2150836  Germany
2150836  United Kingdom

LACY G. COOK
Apparatus and method for shaping a laser beam profile
2211202  France
602001027509.4  Germany
2211202  United Kingdom

IRL W. SMITH, KIRK FISHER, EVELYN W. KAPUSTA
Method and apparatus for maintaining a coherent combined beam during arbitrary steering (maintaining a coherent combined beam during arbitrary steering without far-end feedback)
2245495  France
2245495  Germany
2245495  United Kingdom

FREDERIC STRATTON, DEBORAH KIRBY, JEFFERY J. PUSCHELL, TERENCE DE LYON, DAVID CHANG, DANIEL GREGOIRE
Multiband sub-wavelength IR detector having frequency selective slots and method of making the same
2246889  France
2246889  Germany
2246889  United Kingdom

DANIEL CRAWFORD, BRUCE E. MORGAN
Dual redundant electro explosive device latch mechanism
2259948  France
2259948  Germany
2259948  United Kingdom

KENNETH COLSON, RICHARD CESARI, HECTOR M. REYES JR., MICHAEL C. MENEEFE, MITCHELL B. HAERI, TIMOTHY G. BRAUER
Detecting a target using an optical augmentation sensor (insurgent detection and IED defeat using lasers)
2269090  France
602009032677.5  Germany
2269090  United Kingdom

KENNETH W. BROWN
Directed energy beam virtual fence
2272053  France
6020090320791.6  Germany
2272053  Spain
2272053  Turkey
2272053  United Kingdom

KIM L. CHRISTIANSON, BRYAN BERLIN
Methods and apparatus for high-impulse fuze booster for insensitive munitions
2279388  France
2279388  Germany
2279388  Italy
2279388  United Kingdom

TERRY C. CISCO
Tunable compact sige time delay circuit
2280445  France
602010023161.5  Germany
2280445  United Kingdom

JOHN PATTISON
Methods and apparatus for sensing acceleration
2294355  France
602009030801.7  Germany
2294355  United Kingdom

JACOB LAYTON, DONALD LACEY, MORGAN J. BAKARICH
Kit to adapt an automotive vehicle for remote operation, automotive remote control conversion pedestal, and system
2326998  France
2326998  Germany
5734852  Japan
2326998  United Kingdom

DAVID A. SHARP, EDWARD M. GABORIAULT JR., THOMAS S. WIGGIN, FRANK HITZKE, DAVID GIROUX, MARC A. BROWN, DOUGLAS VEILLEUX II, CHRISTOPHER MELLO, EMILY J. PIKOR
Anchor containing a self deploying mooring system and method of automatically deploying the mooring system from the anchor
2334544  France
2334544  Germany
2334544  Italy
2334544  United Kingdom

TIMOTHY J. IMHOLT
Fuel removal system for hydrogen implanted in a nanostructure fuel removal system for hydrogen implanted in a nanostructure material
2358631  France
2358631  Germany
2358631  United Kingdom

JAMES S. WILSON, RONALD RICHARDSON, ERIKA BELOTE, JAMES MASON
Air cooling for a phased array radar
2377378  France
2377378  Germany
2377378  United Kingdom

DAVID U. FLUCKIGER
Energy efficient laser detection and ranging system
2389599  France
2389599  Germany
2389599  United Kingdom

SHAHROKH HASHEMI-YEGANEH, CLIFTON QUAN, ROBERT W. LADERA, FANGCHOU YANG, HEE KYUNG KYUNG KIM, ALBERTO F. VISCARRA
Systems and methods for exciting long slot radiators of an RF antenna
2408066  France
602011018164.5  Germany
2408066  United Kingdom
TERRY M. SANDERSON, DAVID B. HATFIELD, RUDY A. EISENTRAUT
Reinforced inflatable wings for fitment-constrained air vehicles
2409113 France
602010024160.2 Germany
50201500031163 Italy
2409113 Spain
201508672 Turkey
2409113 United Kingdom

WILLIAM L. LEWIS, JOHN FRASCHILLA, ERIC N. BOE
Method and system for signal distortion characterization and predistortion compensation using mutual coupling in a radio frequency transmit/receive system
2410656 France
602010026857.8 Germany
2410656 France
2410656 Italy
2410656 Spain
2410656 Italy
2410656 United Kingdom

FRANK C. LAM
System and method for divert and attitude control in flight vehicles
2483628 France
602010026857.8 Germany
2483628 United Kingdom

ERIC P. LAM, STEPHEN R. NASH, HARRISON A. PARKS, CHRISTOPHER A. LEDDY
Integrating image frames
2453407 France
2453407 Germany
2453407 United Kingdom

CLARENCE C. ANDRESEN, ROBERT C. ANDERSON
Transparent silicon detector and multimode seeker using the detector
2486819 France
602010026501.3 Germany
2486819 United Kingdom

RONALD L. RONCONE, GREGORY P. HANAUSSKA, MICHAEL P. SCHAUB, DANIEL W. BRUNTON, JIM R. HICKS, RICHARD C. JUERGENS
Off-axis reflective transmit telescope for a directed infrared countermeasures (DIRCM) system
2488888 France
2488888 Germany
2488888 United Kingdom

ARNOLD W. NOVICK
System and method for discriminating a subsurface target in the water from a surface target in the water
2507645 France
2507645 Turkey
2507645 United Kingdom

ERIC J. GRIFFIN, WILLIAM B. KING, CHAUNCY F. MCKEARN, JOHN D. ISKER
Rapidly deployable high power laser beam delivery system
2527780 France
602012004714.3 Germany
2527780 United Kingdom

JEFFREY N. ZERBE, DAVID E. BOSSERT, RAY SAMPSON
Submersible transport and launch canister
2542850 France
602011013547.3 Germany
2542850 United Kingdom

IAN S. ROBINSON, LACY G. COOK, YIFAL J. SHAHAM
Low distortion spectrometer
2551655 France
602012006814.0 Germany
2551655 United Kingdom

HOWARD M. DE RUYTER
Calibration system for detector
2559980 France
2559980 Germany
2559980 United Kingdom

JASON G. MILNE, FANGCHOU YANG, ALLEN WANG
Variable height radiating aperture
2575210 France
2575210 Germany
2575210 United Kingdom

ROBERT L. COOK, JAMES F. ASBROCK, SIMEON SYMEONIDIS, RICHARD H. WYLES
Method and apparatus for integrated sensor to provide higher resolution, lower frame rate and lower resolution, higher frame rate imagery simultaneously
2582131 France
2582131 Germany
2582131 United Kingdom

STEPHEN R. REID, DAVID J. KATZ
Waveform generator in a multi-chip system
2586152 France
602011016768.5 Germany
50201500036575 Italy
I477079 Taiwan
2586152 United Kingdom

LACY G. COOK, PHILIP T. SHIMON
Faceted retro-mirror for line-of-sight jitter sensing
2590005 France
602012005345.3 Germany
2590005 United Kingdom

JARED JORDAN, JOSEPH M. ANDERSON, CHARLES G. GILBERT
Ridged waveguide flared radiator antenna
2853006 France
602012009682.9 Germany
2853006 United Kingdom

JOHN P. HIGBY
Cable reel axle shaft with integrated radio frequency rotary coupling
2678898 Germany
2678898 Poland
10-1511888 South Korea/Republic of Korea
2678898 Turkey

JOHN P. HIGBY
Variable-length lightning strike down-conductor
60 2012 005 571.5 Germany
2678910 Poland
10-1511888 South Korea/Republic of Korea
2678910 Turkey
2678910 United Kingdom

MOHINDER GREWAL, PO-HSIN HSU, LAURA A. CHEUNG
Method and apparatus for wide area augmentation system having l1/l5 bias estimation (GCCS GEO uplink subsystem l1/l5 bias estimation algorithm)
265433 India

MARK S. HAUHE, GERALD COX, COLLEEN TALLMAN, CLIFTON QUAN, YANMIN ZHANG, STAN W. LIVINGSTON, COLLEEN TALLMAN, CLIFTON QUAN, YANMIN ZHANG, STAN W. LIVINGSTON, ANITA L. REINEHR
Radiator structures
265861 India

ROBERT J. PETERSON, SHANNON V. DAVIDSON
System and method for computer cluster virtualization using dynamic boot images and virtual disk
265890 India

RUDY A. EISENTRAUT, JOHN PARINE
Rapidly deployable high power laser beam delivery system
2802562 France
602012009682.9 Germany
2853006 United Kingdom

MARTIN A. KEBSCULL, RUDY A. EISENTRAUT, JOHN PARINE
Missile having deployment mechanism for stowable fins
268820 India
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LACY G. COOK
Broad spectral telescope
208588 Israel

LACY G. COOK
All-reflective, wide-field-of-view, inverse-telephoto optical system with external posterior aperture stop and long back focal length
208766 Israel

JAR J. LEE, DENNIS T. NAGATA, STAN W. LIVINGSTON
Wide band long slot array antenna using simple balun-less feed elements
208928 Israel

JAMES BARGER, JOHN STANLEY
Sensor for airborne shooter localization system
209281 Israel

JOANNE E. WOOD, STEPHEN P. JOHNSON, FRED G. THOURROT, DOUGLAS CARROLL, RUSSELL W. GOFF, JAMIL R. HASHIMI
Apparatus and method of controlling an unmanned vehicle
209551 Israel

ROBIN A. REEDER, ROBERT W. BYREN
Textured pattern sensing using partial-coherence speckle interferometry
210957 Israel

ANDREW D. PORTNOY, STEPHEN H. BLACK, ALAN G. SILVER
Imaging system, sensor
211296 Israel

LACY G. COOK
Reflective triplet optical form with external rear aperture stop for cold shielding
211362 Israel

MATTHEW J. KLOTZ, JEAN-PAUL BULOT
Method and apparatus for synthesizing and correcting phase distortions in ultra-wide bandwidth optical waveforms
211860 Israel

ERIC M. MOSKUN, JOHN F. SILNY
System and method for hyperspectral and polarimetric imaging
212517 Israel

JOHN L. VAMPOLA, KENTON VEEDER
Signal processor with analog residue
212518 Israel

CARL KIRKCONNELL, JULIAN A. SHRAGO, LOWELL A. BELLIS, ROBERT C. HON
Long life seal and alignment system for small cryocoolers
212614 Israel

RICHARD S. JOHNSON
Wideband cavity-backed slot antenna
212631 Israel

JAMES M. IRION II, JAMES S. WILSON, GEORGE F. BARSON, WILLIAM P. HULL JR.
Multi-orientation phased antenna array and associated method
213166 Israel

JOHN FRASCHILLA, WILLIAM L. LEWIS, ERIC N. BOE
Method and system for propagation time measurement and calibration using mutual coupling in a radio frequency transmit/receive system
213427 Israel

JOHN L. VAMPOLA, ALAN HOFFMAN
Multipurpose photodetector amplifier and control methods
213922 Israel

JEONG-GYUN SHIN
High speed serializer
213924 Israel

IAN S. ROBINSON
Optimized imaging system for collection of high resolution imagery
214071 Israel

CHET L. RICHARDS
Method and apparatus for three-dimensional image reconstruction
214151 Israel

SCOTT R. CHEYNE, JEFFREY PAQUETTE, JOHN D. WALKER, DIMITRY ZARKH
Busbar connector
214770 Israel

SCOTT R. CHEYNE, JEFFREY PAQUETTE
Translating hinge
214878 Israel

TIEN M. NGUYEN, JOHN J. WOOTAN
Systems and methods for detecting and tracking gun barrels using millimeter waves
214879 Israel

JEFFERY J. PUSCHELL, MICHAEL A. GRITZ, JAMES SCHAFFNER, JAR J. LEE, DAVID CHANG, DEBORAH KIRBY, TERENCE DE LYON, METIN MANGIR
Nano-antenna for wideband coherent conformal IR detector arrays
215511 Israel

MOUNGI BAWENDI, FRANK B. JAWORSKI, SCOTT GEYER
Down converting detection of photons using quantum dots and focal plane arrays
216152 Israel

STEVEN SCHWOEGLER, RACHEL B. NORMAN, SAMUEL S. BLACKMAN, DOUGLAS E. CARROLL, STEPHEN A. CAPPARELLI
Multiple hypothesis tracking
217099 Israel

VINCENT C. HOUGO, JACK E. WHITE
Low power microwave vehicle stopper with feedback
218585 Israel
For a comprehensive list of patents and their descriptions, please refer to the full document.